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BretfK~vanaugh .,... Elian· Gonzalez 

. Allegation: Mr. Kavanaugh challenged the Clinton administration's decision to return Elian 
' Gonzalez, a Cli~an citizen, to his le.gal guardian.,... his father in Cuba. 

Facts: 

-~ Mr. Kavanaugh represented, ori a pro bono basis, six-year-old Elian and his American 
r~latives after the Eleventh Circuit had ruled against Elian. Mr. Kavanaughwas involved. 
in filing a petition for rehearing en banGby the Eleventh Circuit; as well as anapplicatiori 

·fora stay andapetitionforwrit·ofcerlforasifromthe U.S. Supreme Court. Mr.· 
Kavanaugh was asked to·woi:koh;the case by an ass~ciate in his law firm who had been 
contacted. .- · · 

'·' 

~ The narrow questibn before the court was. riot whether or not Elian should be returned to 
Cuba, but whether it was proper 'for the. INS· to make a decision to return Elian without 
even considering the merits of his case -without a hearing of any kind. ' 

./ After his mother died at sea while ·attempting to bring Elian to the United States, 
Elian filed for political asylum through his ."next friend" on several grounds, 
including that he feared persecution at the hands of the communist-totaiitarian 
Cuban government ifhe was returned . 

./ Under 8 U.S.C. 1158, "[aJny alien whois physically present in the United States; 
... may apply for asylum." However,JheINS determined that because ofElian's 
age, the application.had rio legal effect and it therefore did not have to consider 
the merits. of the application or reach the question of whether Elian' s fears of 
persecution were well founded. . . · 

' - • -,_: ·:-. • .: ·,,. ,·:: • ••• ' c 

· ./ The Lawyers' CortidiitteeforHu111an Ri~hts.explained in its amicus briefbefore 
. the 11th Circufr, ~'the implicaiions'\ofthe INS's no-hearing, no-interview · 

procedure for min9r asylum applicants are ''quite serious." Amicus·brief of 
Lawyers' Committee for Human Rights, at :19: · 

The Eleventh Circuit recognized the merits of the arguments set forth by Mr. Kavanaugh 
on behalf of his clients. Nevertheless, the court upheld the INS's authority to interpret 
the law because of the great deference that it had tO grant an executive branch agency. In 
rendering its opinion, the court expres~ed serfous concerns with the action taken by the 
agency: 

"We 'have not the slightest illusion about the INS' s choices: the choices-c_. 
about policy and about application of the policy-that the INS made in this . 
case are choices about which reasonable people can disagree." Gonzalez v.; , 
Reno, 212 F.3d 1338~ 1356 (2000) (emphasis added). 



I> 
I 

"The final · aspectof the INS policy also worries us some. According to the 
INS policy, that a parent lives in a communisbtotalitarian state is no. speci~l 
circumstance ... to justify the, Consideration of a six-year,..old child's asylu'ni' 
. . . . We acknowledge, as a widely-accepted truth, that Cuba does violate 
huil1an rights .and fundamental. [reedoms and does .not guarantee the rule of 
law to people living in Cubq." Id. at 1353. 

"But. what~ver we personally rh(ght thirik about the decisions made by the 
Government, we cannot properly conclude that the INS acted arbitrarily or 
abused its discretion here.''. Id .. at 1354. · 

~ The representation of Elian Gonzalez and his American re1'1tives ·was nonpartisan. In . 
fact, lawyers who broughfMr. Kavanaugh into the case ineluded Manny Diaz, currently' 
the Democrat Mayor of Miami, and Kendali'Coffey, a· prominent Miami Democrat and 
former U.S. Attorney in the. Clinton Justic:e Department 



, ·~ ~ : 

- ·. '• -
. ··,·, ' ' 

Brett Kavanaugh - Privilege Argukents. v. Work on E.O. 13233 

Allegation: While working for Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr, Brett Kavanaugh fought 
the Clinton Administration for access to confidential communications. As 
Associate White House Counsel in the Bush Administration, however, Mr. 
Kavanaugh helped to draft Executive Order 13233, which dramatically limits 
public access to presidential records. Such a stark inconsistency demonstrates 

.· Mr. Kavanaugh's ideological and partisan agenda. 

·.Facts:.·: 

· ... ~ . Mr. Kavanaugh's work on pr!vilege issues for the Office of the Independent Couns~l 
was consistent with his work on Executive Order 13233. · 

V Mr. Kavanaugh argued on belr~lfoftheOffice oftfie Independent Counsel that 
government attorneys in the Cliriton Administration could not invoke the 
attorney-cliep.t privilege to block the.produc'tion ofinformation relevant 1to a 
federal criminal investigation. . ·· ·· 

· ./ Mr. Kavanaugh also argued on behalf of the Office,of Independent Counsel that ' 
·the attorney-client privilege,· once a client was deceased, did hot apply with full 
force in federal criminal.proceedings, and thatfederal courts should not. 
recognize a new "protective function privilege" for Secret Service Agents in 
federal criminal proceedings . 

./ · .The federal courts agre~d with :Mr'.Kavan~ugh's position in those cases. 
- ' ,., . . 

V .. Nothing in Exe.cutive Order 13233 purportsito block prosecutors or grand 
juries from gaining access to presidential records in a criminal investigation~ 

.· > Executive Order 13233 si~ply est~blishes policies and procedures to govern requests 
for presidential records and the assertion of constitutionally-based privileges. It does not 

· purport to set forth those circumstancesunderwhich·an·assertion of executive 
privilege should be made and/or would be successful. 

./ Executive Order 13233 specifically recogpizes that there are situations where 
a party seeking access to presidential records may overcome the assertion of 

. constitutionally based privileges. §_ee Section 2(b ). · · · 

V In his Georgetown Law Journ~l article, which was authored during the Clinton· 
· Administration, Mr. Kavanaugh specifically recognized the difference between 
asserting executive privilege in a criminal COI?-text and outside of a criminal 
context. 

• • • ••• ,· ....... :. • ••• • :: ' < ' 

He argued that a presumptive privilege for Presidential communicatio~s existed 
and that "it may well. be absolute in civil; congressfonal, and FOIA proceedings." .·. 
See Brett M. Kavana\1g~, ThePresideiJ,tand the IndependeniCounsel, Geo. L.J. · 



2133, 2171 (1998}. Jd. at417 l. , Mr. Kavanaugh wrote: "it is only in the discrete 
realm of criminal proceedings where the privilege may b~ overcome." Id. 

~·. · While working in the Whlte:Horise Counsel's Office, Mr. Kavanaugh's work on 
privilege issues has been consistent and evenha'nded, whether the issue at hand 
involved the Bush Administrati.onor the Clinton Administration. 

· ./ For example, Mr; Kavanaugh·worked in the Counsel's Office when the Bush .· 
. Adniini'stration asserted executive privilege to shield the records regarding the. 
pardons issued by Bill ~linton at.the end ofhis presid~ncy . 

./ Mr. Kavanaugh likewise was invplved in. the Bush Administration's assertion of 
executive privilege to 'Yithhold from Congress Jllstice Department documents 
relatedto.th~inyestigation ofalleged campaign fundraising abuses by the Clinton 
Administration.· • , · · · · · . · · 

',·-i' 

\ 

,:'·· 
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Brett Kavanaugh .;_ Experience 
' . ·~ . 

Allegation: Brett Kavanaugh is not qualified to.be a federal appellatejudge because he lacks 
the necessary experience. 

Facts:. 
' . ' ·' ' - -· '·, 

Brett Kavanaugh has all of the qualities ne~essary to be an outstanding appellate 
judge. He h~s impeccable academic credentials and· significant legal experfonce in 
the federal courts. 

'" The ABA, the Democrat's "Gold Standard," has rated him "Well Qualified" to 
serve as ajudge on the DC Circuit. 

./ He has practiced law in the 'private and public sectors for 14 years. He was a 
partner at the law firm of Kirkland & Ellis, specializing in appellate litigation, and . 
ha:s an outstanding reputation in the iegal community. · · 

' . ' : ', " ··. :. 

~ · Mr. Kavanaugh has atguedbothcivil and criI~inal matters before the Supr'eme · 
Court and appellate courts throughout the country~ · 

./ Mr. Kavanaugh servyd as a:n Associate. Counsel in the Office of Independent 
Counsel, where he handled a number of the novel constitutional and legal issues 
presented during that investigation. 

Mr. Kavanaugh has extensive experience in the appellate courts, both as a clerk and 
as counsel · 

. , . •'· ' ' 

./ Mr .. Kavanaugh served as a law clerk to Judge Walter Stapleton of the U.S. Comt 
of Appeals for the Third Circuit. . .•. .. · 

He clerked on theNinthCirc.uitf6r Judge.AlexKozinsky·ofthe U.S .. Courtof 
Appeals. · .· 

./ Mr. Kavanaugh was a law clerk te> U.S: Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy . 

./ . Prior to his Supreme Court clerkship, Mr. Kavanaugh earned a prestigious 
fellowship in the Office of the.SoliCitorGeneral of the United States. The 
Solicifor G~neral 's office repres~ntsthe United States before the Supreme Court. 

Only 3 of the 18 judges confirmed to the D.C. Circuit sincePresident Carter's term 
began in 1977 previously had serve,d as judges~ ' . . ' . .',,, 



: .~. ; 

V . Delllocrat-appointedD.C. Circuit judges .with no priorjudicialexperience 
include: IiarryEdwards, Merrick Garland, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Abner 

r· Mikva, David T'atel, and Patrici? Wald: 
\., . . .· . 

·);> . . · .In his 2001 Year-End Report.on the FederatJudiciary, Chief Justice Rehnquist argued 

);> 

. -: .. 

. that "we must not 9rastically shrink the number of judicial nominees who have 
substantial expefience in private practice." The Chief Justice also noted in his Report 
that "the federa1Judiciafy has traditionally draw11 from a wide diversity of professional . 
backgrounds, with many ofour most well-respected judge~ coming from private 
practice." · · · · 

. . :.. ·. '. . 

. · V Supreme .Court Justice Louis Brandeis spent his whole career in private practic~ 
before he was name~ t9the Supreme Ccn}'rtin 1916 .. 

. . 

· V Supreme Court Justice Byron White sperit fourteen years in private practice and 
·two years at the Justice Department before his appointment to the Court by 
PresidentKennedy in 1962,. 

V . Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall had no judiCial experience when . 
President Kennedyrecess appointed him to the Second Circuit in 1961. Marshall 
had served inprivate practice arid ·as SpecialCounsel and Director of the NAACP 
prior to his app()intment. · · . 

. President Clinton n9minat~d, and the Senat~ confirn'ied,atotal of 32 lawyers . 
without any prior judicial experience to the U.S. Court of Appeals, including Judges 
David Tatel and Merrick Garland to the DC Circuit· 

Confirmed Clinton.Appeals Court Judges Without Prior Judicial Experience 

Name 

M. Blane Michael 

Robert Henry 
· ... Guido Calabres1 

Michael Hawkins 

. William Bryson . 

David Tatel 

Sandra Lynch 

Karen Moore 
Carlos Lucero· 

Diane Wood 

Sidney Thomas. 

Merrick Garland · 

·Eric Clay 

....... 

Circuit · 

Fqurth 

. Tenth 

. Second· 

Ninth 

Federal 

DC. 
First· 
Sixth .. 

.·Tenth 

Seventh 
Ninth .. 

DC 
Sixth·· 

2 

Confirmed 

September 30, 1993 

'May 6, 1994 

July 18, 1994 

September 14, 1994 

September 28, 1994 

October 6, 1994 

·· March 17;· 1995 

March 24, 1995 

. June 30, 1995 
· :. June 30, 1995 

· Januacy2, 1996 

·. ·March 19; 1997 

JulyJ 1; 1997 . 



' : ; ~· .. 

Arthur Gajarsa Federal July 31, 1997 

. Rqnald Gilman Sixth November 6, 1997 

· Margaret McKeown Ninth March27,.J998 

· Chester Straub Second. June 1, 1998 

Roberf Sack Second June 15, 1998 

John Kelly Eighth JulyJ 1, 1998 

William Fletcher Ninth October 8, 1998 

Robert King Fourth October 9, 1998 

Robert Katzmann S~cond July 14, 1999 

Raymond Fisher Ninth • . October 5, 1999 

Ronald Gould Ninth November 17, 1999 

Richard Linn Federal ·November 19, 1999 

Thomas Ambro Third February 10, 2000 

Kermit Bye Eighth February 24, 2000 

Marsha Berzon Ninth. March 9, 2000 
Timothy Dyk Federal May24, 2000 

Robert Tallman ·Ninth May24,2000 . 

Johnnie Rawlinson Ninth 
.. 
July 21, 2000 

Roger Gregory· Fourth May 9, 2001 

' '. 

; I: 
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Brett Kavanaugh - Georgetown L.awJournalArticle 
•,_, 

' ' . . 

Allegation: In a 1998 article for the Georgetown Law Journal, Brett Kavanaugh arWced for a 
narrow interpretatfort of executive priyilege 'and specifically stated that C<)UrtS 
could only enforce executive privilege claims with respect to national securityand 
foreign affairs information. As Associate White House Counsel, however, Mr. · 

. Kavanaugh was invol.ved with asserting exec11tive privilege in a variety of other . 
contexts, ineiuding documents relatillg to Vice President Cheney's energy policy 

· task force, the Enron investigation, and the Marc Rich pardon. · 
I',, : 

The positions taken by Mr. K~vanaugh afAssociate White House Counsel are 
completely consistent with the views regarding executive privileges that he · 
expressed in his Georgetottm Law Journal article. . 

./ ·In hi~ Georgetown Law Jounialartide; :rvk .Kavanaugh~was addressing only . 
claims of executive privilege in respon;e to grand jury subpoenas or criminal ' 
trial subpoenas when.he stated that courts would only enforce such claims in the 
context of national security orforeign aJfaiis information. SeeBrett M. . ·· · 
Kavanaugh, The President and the Independent Counsel, Geo. L.J. 2133, 2162 
(1998). ' . . 

. ./ Mr~ Kavartaugh alsoargued,however,thata presumptive pr!vilege for 
Presidential communications existed, not'limited to the areas of national security 
and foreign affairs, and tl).at "it may well be absolUte in civil, congres§ional, and 
FOIA proceedings." Id. at2171. Mr. Kavan~~gh clarified that."it is only in the 
discrete. realm of criminal.proceedings\vhere the privilege may.be overcome." Id . 

.( As Associate White. House Counsel, M:n Kava:naugh bas never worked on a 
matter where the President invoked or threatened to invoke executive · 
privilege in responding to a grand jury subpoena or a criminal trial ·· 
subpoena. There is thus no contradiction between the views expressed in his· 
Georgetown Law Journal article and his actions while wbrking at the White 
House.· · · ·· · . 

. ~ Mr. Kavanaugh's article presented a thoughtful examination of the problems 
associated with the independentcounsel statute and offered a moderate and sensible 
set of recommendations for reform. · · · · 

·,i:" 

./. .· Among the difficulties Mr':''Kavanaugh ide~tified with the independent co~nsel 
system existing at the. time were the length and politicization of independent 
counsel investigations. Id. at 2p5. • 
~ . . ' . ~ . 

He also.argued that the appointment arid remoyal provisions pertaining to·· 
independent counsels, both in theory and in fact, led to unaccountable 
independent counsels. Id. · · · 



·.•· .. ~ 
'.,; 

. ,.·;' 

To solve these problems, Mr. Ka;anaugh s~t forth several proposals. For 
example, Mr. Kavanaugh suggested that 'independent counsels should be 
nominated by the President and 'confirmed by the Senate, and that the President 
should have absolute discretion over whetQ.er and when to appoint an independent 
counsel. Id. at 2135-36 . 

. ./ Jerome Shestack, the President ofthe American.Bar Association ~t the time that 
Mr. Kavanuagh's article was published, complimented his "well-reasoned and 
objectively presented recommendations" and noted hiS "most scholarly and .. 
comprehensive review of the issues of executive privilege." Jerome J. 
Shestack, The Independent C9unsel Act Revisited, 86 Geo. L.J. 2011, 2019 

' (1998) . 

. Mr. Kavanaugh's Georgetown Law Journalartlcle demonstrates his impartiality · 
and ability to.analyze issues· without respect: t<rideological or partisan concerns . 

./ . While President Clinton was in office and thus subject to possible criminal 
indictment for perjury and obstruction of ju$tice, Mr. Kavanaugh called on 

··Congress in: his article to clarify that a sittingPresident is not subject to criminal 
indictment while in office. Kavanaugh, 86 Geo. L.J. at 2157. · 

,. '. 

: .; 

1·,,·· 
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Brett Kavanaugh- GoodNe~s Club v. Milford Central School 

Allegation: ··In Good News Club v. MilfordCentfalSch9ol; 533 U.S. 98 (2001), Brett 

Facts: 

· Kavanaugh dein~nstrated his hpstility to theseparation.of church and state and 
religious freedom when he argued that the ns. Constitution required a New York 
public scl10ol district to allow a Christian organization to hold an evangelical 

·worship service. after schqol hours iri an elementary school's .cafeteria. · 

~ The U.S. Supreme Court; including Clint~m.appointee Justice Stephen Breyer, 
agreed with the position taken by Mr. Kavanaugh on behalf of his client. 

> ·.· Ih Good News Club~ Mr. Kavan~ugh filed .an amicus. briefon beJiaU of his client with .. 
the U.S. Supreme Court .and argued for the principle that religious perspectives 
should be giv~n equal~.butnot favored, treatment in the public sphere . 

~···· 

./ Althoughthe school district allowed members of the public to use schoolfacilities 
for artistic, social, civil, recreational, arid educational purposes as well as "other 
uses pertaining to the welfcir~ pf.the community," it.specifically forbade school 

,·premises from being used for "religious ]pµrposes." . . 

./ Mr. Kavanaugh's brief argu~dthatthe school district'spolicywas 
unconstitutional because idargeted ''religious speech for a distinctive burden." 

,· . . .· ' . . . . 

. ' 

Looking to past U.S. Supr~me Court precedent, l\'Ir. Kavanaugh's '1rief merely· 
argued for the equal tfeatnient of religious organizations. It pointec.l out that the 
school district "would not be favoring (and thereby endorsing) religion over non-religion' . . 
simply by opening its doors ona neutral basis and allowing the Good News Club., among 
many others, tp e11teL" ·· · 

')·! 

. ,.·' .·. .. . •, ·, 

./ The U.S. Supreme Court.conc;ltided that the New York School District's 
"exclusion of the [GoodNewsJ Clup:from use of the school. .. constitute[d] 
impem1issible viewpoint discrirriinatiort'' ·· Goo4 N~ws .c;fub, 533 U.S. at 112. · 

. ./ 
The U.S. Supreme Court also heldJhat permitting the Good News Clllbto meet on 
school premises, just as a variety of other clubs were allowed to use school 

· facilities after scho& hours; would not violate the Establishment Clause. See 
Good News Club; 533 U.S. at 119. 

Five Democratic State Atforneys General joined an amicus brief in Good News Club. 
taking the same position that Mr. Kavanaugh took on behalf of his client . 

./ pemocraticAttomeys General Tom Miller oflow~, Richard leyoub ofLouisiana,: 
Mike Moore of Mississippi, PaulSummers ofTennessee, and Jan Graham of Utah 

. joined a.brief on b,eha.lf of their respective states arguing that the New York 
scliooldistrict' s discrill}ination agairistreligious speech was unconstitutional. 

; .. , 



~ A diverse range of religious organizations advocateci, the same position in their 
, amkus briefs as Mr., Kavanaugh did on behalf of his client. 

../ The.National Council of Churches, Baptist Joint Cmmnittee on Public Affairs, 
American Muslim Council, General Conference of Seventh-Day Adventists, 

. Reorganized Church of Jesus Ghrist of Latter pay Saints, First Church of Christ, 
Scientist, General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), General Board 
of Church & Society of the United Methodist Church, Union of Orthodox Jewish 
Congregations of America, and A.M.E. Zion Church all agreed that the New York 
school district's decision to discriminate against religious organizations violated 
the.First Amendment. 

• , ' ,t.,' . I . 

~· · Mr. Kavanaugh submitted an amicus brief on behalf of his client Sally Campbell in Good 
News· Club . . As Ms. Campbell's attorney,. Mr. Kavanaugh had a duty to zealously · 

-'· · · represent his client's positionand make the best argumeq:t on her behalf. Such arguments 
· do not necessarily reflect the personal views of Mr. Kavanaugh.·. 

·:··· 

' . ·-· 
•' ' ": : .: ' I • 

../ Lawyers have an ethical obligation to make all reasonable arguments that will 
advance their clients'. interests. According to Rule· 3 .1 of the ABA' s Model Rules 
of Professional Conduct, a lawyer may make any argument if "there is a basis in 
law and fact for doing so that is not frivolous, which includes a good faith · 
argument for an extension, modific:ation or reversal of existing law;;' Lawyers 
would violate their ethical duties to. their dient if they made only .arguments with 
which they would agree were they a judge. 

' . . . . ,; ' ' 



Brett Kavanaugh - Pr6d~cts Liability 

Allegation: In.Geier v. American Honda Mo(or Company, Mi. Kavanaugh filed an amicus 
brief on behalf of the Alfomce of Automobile Manufacturers to preclude a woman 
who received serious injuries in a caraccident from recovering damages from the 
car manufachirer. The car manufacturer had nofinstalled airbags in the c.ar even 
though Washington, D.C. l~w require4 such airbags. 529 U.S:861 (2000). · 

·-· .. Facts: 

~ · - In an opinlon written by Jti.stice Breyer, the U.S. Supreme Court agreed .witlll a 
position taken-by Mr. Kavanaugh's clientin_its_brief. 

;;·· . 

./ The Supreme Court held that safety standards promulgated by the Department of 
Transportation, pursuant to ·an Act of Congress, preempted the D.C. law requiring 
airbags, and that therefore t}ie plaintiff could not bfingan action under the D.C. 
law. Geier v.American Hdnda Motor Company, 529 U.S, 861, 875 (2000) . 

./ The Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard (FMVSS) 208 required that auto ·. . 
manufacturers equip some but not all·oftheir 1987vehides with passive 
restraints . 

./ Because a universal airbag requirerp.ent like thatin place in D.C. would directly 
·conflict with the safety purposesbehino enactment of FMVSS 208;.the long~. 
standing pri_ncip1e of preemption applied and the D.C, requirement could not be 
enforced. - - - · 

--./ The plaintiffs car in this case co11tained a restraint systemexplicitly authorized. 
by Standard 208, and thuswas in.full compliance with the Federal regulation. -- -

~ -- All Of the. circu-it courts to consider: the issue, i~cluding the 9th Circuit, agreed with 
either the implied or express preemption argmnents set forthJn the brief Mir. 

1 ; .· 

Kavanaugh filed on behalf of his client. · · -- - -

-Judge William. Bryant, appoint~d by President Johnson, granted American Honda 
-- summary judgment in this· case based on the express preemption argument later 
set forth in the brief, 

./ The D.C. Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court decision on implied 
preemption grounds in a unanimous opinion written by Clinton appointee Judge 
Judith Rogers. - -

./ Four other circuits came t6 the:same conclusion as the D.C. Circuit. 



.-.)' 

' ~,, 

.·,) 

: ' ' 
' ' 

·. ~ 

./ The 9th Circuit adopted the express preemption argument· set forth in the .brief 
·. submitted by ML Kavanaugh, that the Motor Vehidle Safety Act expressly 

preemp.ted state tort suits 'brought on the basis of a lack of an airbag. 

» The Clinton Administration, through the office of Solicitor General~ also aq~ued in 
its brief that the state law claims were hnpliedly preempted by the federal standards 
promulgated by the Department of Transportation. ·'-

(,. 

''' 

. ' : ~ 

1.· .... ~ •> ~---~----------------------------------

·->: • 
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.Brett Kavanaugh-: Produd l:.J~bHity 

·. A-•!~gation: : InGreen v~ Gerzi/rgl Motqf~ Qdrp';; Mr".:h("~yana~~h once agaih represented big bu#n~~s 
· ,. attemptiqg to .overfum ajaryjrerdict if(fa~or.ofa24-year-old who became a.· · •· ' · · · 
· ·. ··. ql1adriplegic due to 'the.:defec;i~'e 'd,e·s.~~rrof t4e.:~~f, Il1anuf~ctured by ·defendantT '.. . · ; ... ·•· 

'.Facts: 
· · · s;;f r: .. : ·_· · 

··,: 

.·);:i Rely.·. ing on a recent tliiid Circuit.cip!nion, M~~ K~~;nlugh a;gued that the judge had improperly 
instructed thejury hotto 'consi~er\widence,of ~cciderit severify and speedeiri determining ·. . 
iiabiliiy for collapse of the rear r00f ~~>rt the 'J.'~Tpp Camaro .. · ·. · 

. The defendal)targued that the jury sho.uld have been able to consider the plain1tiffs~own · 
negligence in speeding,\yqiCh was conce,ded by the defendant. '. . 

.,.:' .···_:.: 

. The defens¢urgedthe s'lipedoi C9urttifNe~<!J~rseyt~ a~cept aTliird Circuit hoJding 
· that juries liact to be allowed. t0 ccm.sWer; ractors~uch:as.speed and the plaintiff's driving. 
Huddellv:levtn,537.F2d'n6,741J~IdCir.'l916);.: ·~ .. ·.·.·.· · . · . , ·· ··: . 

'•. 
i 

·.Ultimately,. the. Superiof'.c::;ourt o.f:New J erne.Y. "resp6ctfuily disagreed".with the Third: 
· · .·. Circuit's speed analysi~·. :·'or~~n v:· Gener~{ Mp tors .Corf/', 3 io N .J. Super. 507, 523 .. 

(1.99~). . . . , : '.';, . . .. '· ·. ' - . ' ~· : . ·.. .. : . i 

',·. _;,.-
\;., 

·. The.courfruled.in.fav'br.ofMr. K(lvaf1&u~l1;s di~nt,s)Q~rieralMotors, on a .number.of itssues that; 
were argued on appeal.' . ' .· . ' . ., . . . . . . .·· .. 

· .. ·the appellate c~urt agreed witp. Mr. KaYart<tugh ''sClient's position that the trial ~ourt bad 
wrongly awarded prejudgment intetesfbil' fiiture medical expenses and lost earnings.. . . 
This amourit ha~ exceed~.J $8:5 millic)p> fd. at,533. · .·•· . 

'I;"'~ ",· 

.· As a member of the appeilate·teafu; Mr. K,ayana~glyh~J'a duty to zealously adv<mce ,his client's · 
positions. . . · ·; .: " · . .,-· , ,: ;: : ·' . . .. . 

. (,',,,. :..~~ r.-·-, . 

Lawyers hav.e an ethical obligation fo·m<1;ke 'ail reasortable arguments. thatwili advance · . · ·. · · 
their clients' interests .. According to Rilie 03),;ofthe ABA's Model Rules of Professional 

·,·conduct, a lawyermaymake any.·arguft:i~n{it:i~there.)s a basis in !~wand fact for doing; .. 
.. so that is not frivolous, whichjncluqes.a:good.faithargliment for ah extensfon;· . 

.. ··•.• modification or reversal of existirrg)il,W,:'> .L~wyers wou.ld violate their ethical dutiesto 

.. · ·. their.clieritifthey made.only argtlrije,n:ts With whi~li they,would agree were they a judge. 
::~ .;. ' . . ·:: •. - . . ~ ,; ';,_ '" :-. '.1:. , - ' - :··· '-. "J• . . · • . . " .,_ ; ,1 • • .. 

·, l, 

. , . 
' 

:-·· ,. 
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, .. , Brett Kavanaugh ~Product Liability 
' ",__.... ____ .....,. ____ .,..... ___ ........ _···"""· ---.,..,.....-.,.....-----------·----

Allegation:· Mr. Kavanaugh took the side of big business by filing an amicus brief before the 

Supreme Court' in Lewis v, Bru~swick Corp., 107 F.3d '1494 (1 ith Cir. 1998), in . 
· ·· an attempt to deny recovery to a family who Jost its daughter when she fell off a 

boat and was killed by the propeller. · . . 

·Facts: 
~ . . 

·· .. ·~ The amicusbrieffiled by l\:'lr. Kavanaugh's client, General Motors Corporation, 
·was consistent with the unanimous opinion oJthe court below - the Eleventh Circuit 
- and with the decisions of ~any, other courts .a~ross the country. · 

~ - . . ' : ' . ' - . 

.. ./ The Eleventh Circuit held that the Georgia law was impliedly preempted because 
. the Coast Guard-which had exclusive authority in boat and equipment safety 

standards. - determined that propeller guards. should not be required because their · 
use could actually incre~se the danger to boaters; ' · 

·~ Numerous courts, both state and federal, already had adopted the position taken by Mr. 
Kavanaugh in the amicus brief- that state common law claims for negligence or product 
liability were either expressly .or impliedlypr~e1llp~ed by the Federal Boat Safety Act. 

./ At the time the amicus brief was submitted, courts in Galifomia, Georgia,, 
Connecticut, Ohio; Illinois, and Michigan had come to the. conclusion argued in. 
the brief filed by Mr. Kavan~mgh. 

· ./ The district court judge in Lewis v. Brunswick, Carter appointee Judge Dudley 
Bowen, also came to the conclusion that the plaintiffs negligence and stric~ 
liability claims based on the lack of a p~opeller~ard were preempted by. the Boat 
Safety Act. 

' ' 

. ./. The U.S, Supreme Court did not decide the case because the parties settled the 
claims before a decision was issued;· . · 

,, . ' 

~ Mr. Kavanaugh's client was interested :ln the case o~ly because it manufactured vehicles 
. . subject to the Motor Vehicle .Safety-Act, which includedlanguage identical to the .Boat 

Safoty Act preemption language at issue in Lewis.~. Brunswick . 

./ Congress, in the legislative history of the Boat Safety Act, explained that the 
preemption provisiori "also assures that manufacture for the domestic trade will 
not involve compliancy with widely yarying local requirements." Id. at 1503 
(citing S.Rep. No. 92-?48), ·. · · · · 

~ Althoughnearly four years later the Supreme Court did effectively overrule this Eleventh·. 
Circuit decision in another case,_Sprietsma V. Mercury Marine, 537 U.S. 52 (2002), the 



• ... , f 

Court did state that the arguments made byfy1r~.K~va~augh's clients in the Lewis case -
that such claims are implicitly preempted by the statute and by the Coast Guard decision 
not to regulate propeller guards< "[b]oth are viable.pre-emption theories." fd; at 64. 

~· ' . 

'· ,, 

,.;'' 

. . ~ .\, ' 

. (' 



BretfKavanaugh-Race. 

. . . : . 

Allegation: In a friend of the court brief, Kavanaugh joined RobertBqrk in opposing a voting 
scheme that was intehdedto assist native Hawaiians by ensuring that only they 
could vote for board members overseeing a trust for the benefit of native 
Hawaiians. Rice v. Cayetano, 528 U.S. 495 (2000). Before the case was heard, 
he was quoted as saying that "this~ case is one more step along the way in what I 
see as an inevitable conclusion within .the next 10 to 20 years when the court says 
we are all one race in the eyes ofthe government." Warren Richey,:New Case 
May Clarify Court 'sStand on Race, THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR (Oct. 6, 
1999). . 

Facts: 

~ The Supreme Court agreed with the position taken by Mr. Kavanaugh's client, that· 
limiting voting for candidates to a statewide office that disbursed state and federa} funds 

· · based on racial ancestry violated the Constitution. The Fifteenth Amendment guarantees . 
that "[ t ]he right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by 
the United States or by any other State on account ofrace, color, or previous condition of 
servi.tude." U.S. CONST. Amend. XV§ L 

./ 

In a 7 to 2 decision, with the majority including Justices Breyer, Souter, and 
O'Connor, the Court :reaffirmed the basic premise upon which the brief was 
based: that ''[t]he National Government and the States may not violate a· 
fundamental principle: They may not deny or abridge the right to vote on account 
ofrace." Rice, 120 S. Ct at.1054. · 

The Court explained, ~'The State's positionrests,in the end, on the demeaning 
premise that citizens of a particularrac~ are somehow more qualified thai:i others · 
to vote on certain m:ahers. That reasoning at~acks the central meaning: of the · 
Fifteenth Amendment.'' Rief! a.t 523. . · ·· 

The Court added, "Race carinot qualify some and disqualify others from fi1ll 
participation in our democr4cy. All citizens, regardless ofrace, have aninterest in 
selecting officials who make policies on their behalf, even if those policies will 
affect some groups more than others." Id. ' 

~· The brief submitted by Mr. Kavanaugh. on behalf of his clients sought to enforce ,the 
Fifteenth Amendment against a State law that prohibited citizens from voting in a 
statewide election based on theirrace. · 

./ When Hawaii was admittedas the 501
h State of the Union in 1959, thestate . 

adopted the HawaiiartHomes Commission Act, passed by Congress, as part of its 
Constitution. The Act s~t aside200,000'aCres of public lands and granted the 
state over l.2 million additional acres of land to be held "as a public trust" 



, .. ,., 

.' .·.1 

• The proceeds and income. from the lands were to be used for one or more of 
five purposes: ( 1) support of public schools and other public educational 
institutions, (2}betterment ofl1ative Hawaiians, (3) developmentoffarm and 
.home ownership, (4fpublic improvements, and (5) provisions of land for 
public use.· 

. . . 

' ./ Iri 1978, Hawaii established the Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA) to administer 
special trust revenues ."for the betterment of the conditions of native Hawaiians," 
and any appropriations that were made. for the benefit of "native Hawaiians" 
and/or "Hawaiians.'; · · · 

• .. The term "native Hawaiian" and "Ha~aiiari" are defined as desce~dants of 
. ·. I •·· . • ' 

aboriginal peoples or races inhabiY11g the Hawaiian Islands previous t9 1778 . 

./.. ·The.Hawaii Constitution limited;membership on the OHA board of trustees to 
· "Hawaiians," and explicitly provided thatthe trustees .shall be "elected by ..... 
Hawaiians." . ·· ' , · · . · 

./ Although petiticmer'was a citizen of Hawaii, and his ancestors were residents of · 
the Hawaiian Islands prior to U.S. annexation in 1959, he did not meet the· 
statutory definitions and was tlmsprecluded frbm voting. · 

. . 

The racial qualification in the Hawaiianlaw categorically excluded members of certain 
raCial minorities_, such as African-.Ainericans and J;ipanese-Americans, whowere 
members of groups historically discriminated against·inthe U;S. 

~- One ofMr.Kavanaugh's. clients on the briefwasthe NewYorkCivil Rights Coalition, a 
·non:.profit organization seeking to achieve a society where the individual enjoys the 
blessings ofliberty free from racial'prejudice, stigma, caste or discrimination. 

~--·.·.· In Grutter v. Bollinger, 123 S.Ct. 2325(2003), wh.ere the Supreme Court uphelct'the 
University ofMichigan Law School's race:.conscious admissions policy, Justice 
O'Connor stated:. "We expect that 2.~ years from now, the use of racial preferences will 
no longer be necessary to fur:ther the interest approved today." 

i 



Brett Kavanaugh.~ Santa Fe Independent School District v. Doe 

:Allegatibri: In Santa Fe Independent School Distriet v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290 (2000), Brett 
Kavanaugh once again demonstrated his hostility to the separation of church and 
state by defending a high. school's bn;>adcasting of prayers over its public address. 
system beforefoqtball games. The U.S. Supreme Court decisively rejected Mr. 
Kavanaugh's.radicalargum.ent, holding that the pre-game prayers in question. 
violated the.First Amendment's Establishment Clause .. 

Facts: 

~ . In Santa Fe Independent School District, Mr; Kavanaugh filed an amicus brief on· 
behalf of his clients with th~ U.S. Suprem~ .Court and argued for the principle that a 
public school is not required to discriminate againsta student's religious speech. 

The' school districtpermitted high school studeritsfo choose whether a statement 
would ]?e delivered before footbalJ games and, if so, who would deliver that 
message . 

./. . A speaker chosen to deliver a pre-game message was allowed to choose ~he 
content of his or her statement. 

./ As Mr. Kavanaugh's brief poillted out, the school district's policy did "not · 
require or even encourage the student speakerto invoke God's name, to utter 
religious words, or to say a 'prayer' of any kind. Nor, on the other hand 
[did] the school policy prevent the student fr~µi doing so. The policy [was] 
thus entirely neutral toward religion and religious speech." 

./ Mr.. Kavanaugh the;efore argued on behalf of his blients that the school district's 
policy did notrun afoul ofthe FirstAI11endmen.tsimply because a student speaker 
might choose to invoke God's name or say~ "prayer'' iri his or her pre-game · 

·statement. His brief pointed out; "The Constitution protects the ... student 
speaker who chooses to mention God justas'inuch as it protects the·:~. 
student speaker who chooses not to mentionGod." · · 

»' Mr. Kavanaugh's arguments were based:upon well-established Supreme Court 
precedent holding that the. govemmeht ·does not violate the Establishment Clause when 
private speakers avail themselves of a neutrally available school forum to engage in 
religious speech. SeeRosenberg~r v. Rector andVisitors of Univ. of Va., 515 U.S. 819 
(1995); Lamb's Chapelv. Center Moriches Union Free School Dist., 508 U.S. 384 
(1993);Board of Ed. of Westside Corrih}unity.Schooh; v. Mergens, 496 U.S. 22~ (1990); 
Widmarv. Vincent, 454 U.S. 263 (1981)'. ·· 

. . ·. ,' . :.·· .. .,.• -

.··~ • Iri the amicus brief that Mr. Kavanaugh filed o~'behalf of his clients, •he c~n~fully · 
. distinguished between individual religious speech in scho<,>ls, which is protected by . 

the Constitution; and government-required religious speech in schools, whic:h is 
prohibited by the Constitution. . · · 

' ·: ~ 



I --

./ Mr. Kavanaugh's brief acknowledged t~at the Establishment Clause 
prohibits 'government-composed, goverhment-delivered, or government
required prayers in classes or at school ev~nts. 

~ Three Democratic State Attorneys General joined. an amicus brief in Santa Fe 
Independent Schqol District taking the same position that Mr. Kavanaugh took on 
behalfof his clients. · · 

./ Democratic Attorneys General Richard leyoub of Louisiana, Mike Moore of 
Mississippi, and Paul Summers of Tennessee joined an amicus brief on behalf of 
their respective states -urging the U.S. Supreme Court to uphold the 
constitutionality ofthe school 'district's policy regarding pre-game messages. 

);;>- Mr. Kavanaugh submitted an amicus brief on.behalf of his clients, Congressman 
Steve Largent and Congressman J.(;. W ~t~s.in Santa Fe. Independent School District. 
As their attorney, Mr. Kavanaugh had a duty to zealously represent his clients' 
position and make tJte best argument on ~their behalf. Suc.h arguments do not 
necessarily reflect the personal views of J.ylr. Kavanaugh. · ·· 

" ~. . . 

'./ . . Lawyers h~ve a1,1 e~ical obligation to make aff reason~ble arguments that will 
advance the ii clients' interests;•· According to Rule 3 .1 of the ABA' s Model Rules 
of Professional Conciuct,.aJawyer may make any argument if '.'there is a basis in 
law and fact for doing so thatis not frivolous, which includes a good f~ith 
argument for an e){_tension, modification,.or reversal of existing law." Lawyers 
would violate their ethical duties to their client if they inade only arguments with 
which they would agree were they a judge. · · 



Allegation: 

Brett Kavanaugh-Florida School Vollchers 

Brett Kavanaugh demonstrated his hostility both to the separation of church arid 
· state and to public edµi::ation when he defended the constitutionality of a Florida 
·. school voucher program that drains taxpayers' money from public schools to pay 

for students to attend religious schools .. Bush v. Holmes, 767 So. 2d 668. (2000). 

····, 

~ . While an attorney inprivate.prae(~~~' Mr. Kavanaugh was part of a large team of 
lawyei:s representing Florida state officials, in defending Florida's opportuni1ty 
scholarship program, which]1rovided children in failing public schools with· access 
to a high-quality education and has improved the quality of Florida's public schools . 

. ,/ The opportunity scholarship progra111 l.sa limited program that allows students 
' at failing public schools to transfer to a better public school or a private school at 

·. public expense.·.. , . · 1 

. . 

./ · The opportunity scholarship program is carefully tailore~ to give choice to 
those parents who need it and to spur public 'School improvement through 
competition. 

V Religiotls and non-religious' private ~ehorils '(ire allowed to participate in the 
program on an equal basis and all public funds are.directed by the private and 
independent choices of parents. · . , . , 

' . ' ,.,,. : ,, 

,/. In two, separate evaluations, resear~hers have found that Florida's oppor1tunity 
·scholarship program has raised student' achievement in Florida's worst .·. 
public schools. A 2003 study specifically found that "voucher competition in 

· Florida is leading to.significanfimprovement inpublic schools" and that 
"Florida's low-performing schools are i111pr0Ving. in direct proportion to the 
challenge they face from voucher competition.';. 

~ A three-judge panel of Florida's Court of Appeal for the First Dis,trict unanimously 
agreed with the position taken. by Flori.da officials. See Bush v. Holmes, 767 So. 2d 
668 (2000). ·All thre~ of these judges were appointees of Lawton Chiles, the former 
Democratic Governor of Florida; The Florida. Supreme Court refused to review the 
Court ofAppeal' s decision> 

1
_ .. ·· 

The Florida officials were not argu~ng for anexfe11sion in the law. For decades ' 
Florida's K".'12 system made·use of.contract~·with·priv:ate.schools to educ.ate tens of 
thousands of students in private schools. · · · 

'~ · ·During Mr. Kavanaugh's inyolvement in this litigation, the main issue was whether 
the Florida Constitution prohibited the use of state funds to pay for the K-12 
education of students attending priyate schools.; regardless of whether they were 

· religious or nonsectarian. · · · · · 



. " 

·, , .. 

·/ The team ofla\Vyers ,representing· Florida officials, including Mr; Kavanaugh, 
argued that the Florida Constitution's affirmativeman:date for the State to provide 
for"a uniform, efficient, safe~ secure, andh,lgh.quality system of free public 
schools" did not preclude the use of public fonds for private school education, 
particularly where .the Legislgture found such use was necessary~ 

i/. The Florida program has specific safegrtards to protect agajnstdiscrimination and 
coerced religious activity. Participating 'private schools must agree to comply 
with Federalanti-discriminatfon laws anq not compel any opportunity scholarship 

··student to profess 'a specific ideological belief, to pray, or to worship. · 

~ .Florida's opporttmityschQlarship program enjoys substantial support amolllg 
Florida's African-American popul~tion. The Urban League of Greater Miami, for 
example, intervened in court proceedings to deJfend the constitutionality of tlh.e 
.program. '• ''" . 

~ The U.S. Supreme Court has upheld the constitutionality of a sch0<)1 vouche'r 
program in Cleveland that is. similar to Florida's. oppo17tunity scholarship program. 
See Zelman v. Simmons-Harris, '536·U.S~ 639 (2002). · · 

./ . The U.S. Supreme Court held iii 2002 that Cleyeland/ s school voucher program 
was consiste:htwith the Firnt Amendment's Establishment Clause because it 

,, . . . 

treat.ed religious and non:-religious private schools equally and all funds were 
guided by the private and independent choices of parents. 

·::·:.-· . ' ·. . ... . ·. .... . :·· , . .. " : . . .· 

The Zelman decision vindicated the position that Mr. Kavanaugh had advocated 
on behalf of his client. · 

In thislitigatfon Mr. Kavanaugh was defending the constitutionality of the 
opportunity scholarship program oii,behalfofhis clients. As their attorney, Mr. 
Kavanaugh had a· duty to zealously represent his clients' position and make the best 
argument on their behalf~ ,· . . . 

./ Lawy~~s ha~e an ethicalobligatibn to make'all reasonable argliments that will 
advance their .clients' !nterests. According to Rule 3 .1 of the ABA' s Model Rules 
of Professional Conduct, a la~~r maym(lke any argument if "there is a basis in 

.. · law and fact for doing sci that is not frivolous; which includes a good faith 
argument for an extension, modification or reversal of existing law." Lawyers 
would violate their ethical duties to thdr clientif they made only arguments with 
w.hich they would agree were theya>judge. · · · 

·~: . 

"" .· 



· .. ·' 
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Brett l(avanaugh-'-'.Defense ofKenStarr: . 

Allegation: ·Brett Kavanaugh hasvocally,d~fended hisJoprnerboss,In.dependerit Counsel 
Kenneth Starr. He has Galled St.art "an A.l11ericaii:~hero," written that Starr's 

·Facts: 

"record is one 'of extraordinary ~cconiplislirneritand integrity," and praised Starr 
for "consistentlyperfonri[ing]with the highest skill and .integrity." This staunch .. · 
defense of the over2'.ealous I1idepe11dent COlJllsel copstitutes compelling evidence '• .. 
of Kavamwgh's right~w~ng viy~s. · · ·.. · · · · 

• • • ><- .•' ./ •• •, '. ,· •• •• - • • , / ' • -

' ~ .. · . :Mr. Kavanaugh's defense of Starr.was an.appropr.iate response to and supported by 
the public record of:'vidous and unwarranted public criticism directed at . , . 

. Independent Counsel Kenneth'Starr. . ... \.. . · · ·· ' .. · ·· 
"·~::: . . "' 

;/ R~naldRofurtda, professor at G~0rge Mison U~iversity School of Law and · .·.· : 
assistantcourisel.for Democrats·ort.the Senate Watergate Committee, explained in· . 

. ·.December 1996 that the attack.s 01iJudge Starr's integrity were· belied by the fact' . 
that President Clirttori ~ s attopiey General conti~:ued to assign him new matters to · 
investigate and had the.powerto fire)µdge StairJfhe acted unethically. · P'eter 
Baker; Did President Order Attackpn Investigator?, Seattle Times, Dec. 4, 199(), atA3. • · 

• Rotµhda .stated: ··"This is basically a blatantly·political attack on Stair that 
is il1.consistentwithill the administration itself.,, Id. . . . . "), 

. .. . ,· . .·.:. ,. . "i" 

· Iri a p~escient edit'oriaipublished'-shqrtly aftefJudge Starr'~ appOintment,- llaw · 
pn:>fessor GarrettEpps - a self·describ.edJiberal and supporter of President · .. 
Clinton -- wrote: ·''If Stan:' s inyestigation tums .up no·evidence of wrongdoing, he 

.·may blight hiso\Vn. careerprospects,whichwcmld be a loss to the nation. But if 
· he does produce indictments, many Dempcrats will believe that he is .the' agent of 
a partisan conspiracy. Iffre pbtains convictions, the defendants.candaim to be . . 
victiriis of political persecutiqn." · G\UTett Epps, Editorial, .Take My Word, Starr Will Be 
Fair,'PORTI,AND OREGONIAN, Aug:)7, 1°994, a:tC7. ... . 

~ · ··· K~nneth Starr ,was a fair a11d impartiallridependentCounselwith a substantial 
.. record of accomplishmept. . ,• . . . . . . . - . . 

. The W ashihgton Post editori~l. p~ge said;· upo'n Judge Stafr' s appointment, ·"he is 
alSo a respected; practitioner preciselybecause of his perf()rmance as judge and . ·. 
solicitor general;and he was on Clintqn Attorney· General Janet Reno's own short . 
list of likely candidates-for inqepehdei1t cou11s.el\vhen she.picked Mr~ Fiske.'' .. ·•. •. 
Editorial, Keri~ethStarr.forRobeit Fiske; WASH .. POST:Aug; 7, 1994, at C8_. . . \": . ' ~ 

... ~; :, .. 
•'' '. ~ 

Uponfodge Starr's appointment a:s Indepencfoht Courtsel, MarkGitenstein, cbfof 
Democratic couns:el ·to the .~en(lteJudicfary Coll1rnittee whe_n Judge Starr i~as·. .. 
appointed to the foderal:beiich, said:. "Starr was '.a good,. fair judge; and I think he ... 

· will qe fair in this proceedihg.:' Nluicy R:ornan, Starr Hailed as Fair; Moderate, v..T ASH .. ·. .· 
TIMES, Aug. 6, 1994;'atA.6. .· ' . . ,. ,· . ·. .. ; . , .· . . . 

. •. 
"",1.,. 

. ~ ... ' " 



Carter judicial appointee, JudgePatricia Wald said of Judge Starr: "Ken is 
definitely a conservative; ... ,but he's:wholly undeviousand never tries to slip 
anything by." National Briefing .Whitewater I: D~lay Seen as Biggest Danger, THE HOTLINE, 
Aug. 8, 1994. . . 

v Time magazine's chief polit1~al correspondent, Micha~l Kramer, wrote about 
Judge Stan:'s appointment'in his column: "[Ken Starr's] integrity and honesty 
have never been seriously questioned. When even a dues-paying liberal like the 

· legal directoroftpe American Civ!l_Libeities Union says, 'I'd rather have Starr 
· investigate me than almost anyone I can think of,' the case for bias is virtually 

closed." Michael Kramer, Fade Alllay, Star~, TIME, Au~. 29, 1994, at 37. 

~ •.. Kenneth Starr initiated criminal prosecutions o~l; where be uncovered strong 
evidence of criminal wrongdoing. Where he. did not find overwhelming evidence of · · 
illegal behavior, he appropriately exercised prosecutorial restraint~ · 

v In his investigations ofthe death of Vince Foster, the firing of White House travel 
office employees, the Clinton White House's potential misuse of FBI files, and· 
the Clintons'. involvemenf in Whitewater and Madison Guaranty Savings and 
Loan, Ken_neth Starr did not bring any criminal charges. · 

v In those areas, however, where he did .find persuasive ev.idence of wrongdoing;. 
Starr brought charges against and successfully ·obtained convictions of 14 · 
individuals, including Jim andSusanMcDougal;Arkansas Governor Jim Guy 
Tucker, and former Associate j\ttorney Gener<:tl Webster Hubbell. 

~ ' Independent Counsel Starr prevailed in ~ourt in ~early every dispute between the 
· Office of the Independent Counsel ap.d those seeking to witbhold evidence by 

asserting various privileges.. · · · · 
•• , , ••• ',· > 

v Federal appellate courts sided with Ii1dependent Counsel Starr inrejecting: . 

• the creation of a. "protective function privilege" th~t would authorize Secret 
Service agents to refuse to testify before a federal gr_and jury. In re Sealed 
. Case,, 148 F.3d 1073 (J).C. Cir.19~8); . 

• the claim that government lawyers may rely on attorney-clientor work-
. product privilege to withhold information subpoenaed by a federal grand jury. 
bi re Gra.nd Jury Subpoena DucesTecum, 11.2 F.3d 910 (8th Cir. 1997); and, 

• the claim that goveminent attorneys could invoke the attorney-client privilege · 
ih response to grand jury questionsseeking information relating to the 
possible commission of a federaJ crime. In re Lindsey, 15 8 F .3d 1263 (D.C. 
Cir. 1998). 

> .. Independent Counsel Starr.was required by law to r~fer to the House of 
Representatives any substantial and credibleinformation that may have constituted 
grounds for impeachment, and his referral was clearly justified as demonstrated by 
subsequent events. 



I '• .-, ' ,- ~ 
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Federal law req~ir~d Independent c=C>unseI:starr to advise t4e House of . , , 
Representatives of "any :substa11tiql .and .. credible information" uncovered during 
the co.urse of his ilivest\gation that might' constitute, grounds foriinpeachinent. . 

. Sel28 U.S.C. §595(¢). ··. .: , . 
. . .. . : .. ' ' _,·.,. 

,. 

•./ The Ipdepe~dent totu1sel',s re~~Ii detailed siib~ta~tial and credibleinforn~ation' •. 
, that might constitute grqurids for tmpeach111enf 'It sqmm.~rized specific eyidern~e .•. 
supporting the charges that Pre~ident Clirifon ·lted under oath and attempted to . 

·obstruct justice.. · · · · , · 
. . :~.';," .. 

i 

·The fodependen.t Counsel's teli9rtnever.stat~dtfiat PresidentClinton shou,ldhave 
·' been impeached. R~ther, itonly explai~ed that the;(jffke' of Independent Coonse(' 

· had uncovered substandal'and credible .inf0,rmati.on that may constitute grounds for 
· .thnpeachnient. This conclusion .was clearly .borne out by subs~quent events .. 

' .. ,, . ,, ·.. - ''.·-'' '. ".' ;,.,,. ; ' ,. . 

, . .) ···'The House ofR~presenfagves·d~te~inyd th~t;Jli~,information presentedby ·the 
. IndependeptCounselcons'titutedgrounds for!mpeachment. By a vote.of 228-. 
··. 206'. the House. \;oted to impe8.ch P,residentClinton f<$.r perjuring himselfbefqre a 

grand jury. An.d l:>Y:'a vote of221 ~2l2;'the·.House· voted to impeach President 
· Clinton for obstructingjusii¢e;: ·· · , · · · · 

, . ' , '·-.~. . :"'" .::~· 

./ .· Aftera trial irt th~ U.S.. Senate, .fiftY Sen~tbt~ voted to reinov~ President Clinton 
from office foiobsttuctiligj\istice,.· . 

,. ·~ ' " .. ·' . . ...•. • ·: .;f-, ~ •. ' . . : 

.·· ./ ·· ·· u,s .. bistrictCol.lrt Judge.Susan Webher\Vrightdaterhelci President Clinton in ·. · . 
.• COntemptfort~givingfal~e, misleading, and e~a#ve.· answers that ·Were designed to, 
· o.bstructthe judiCia)·proc~~s" in Paula: lw1~~ is s~xuCJ.l hatassmenr lawsuit and . 
order.ed hil.}1 toyay a fin~ Of $90~00Q. · < · ; .. · · 

In January 200'1;.Pre~ident,CJint~n ~dmittefft6' gi~if1g.'~eva~i\re and misle°ading . 
answers, in violatibn cff Judge Wtighfsciiscovery' s .. ()rders" during his. deposition 

· in p'aula Jones 's sexual ~arassin~nt lawsuit. As aresl1h, he agreed to pay a .· ., · ... · · 
$25,'ooo fine.and giyeup'hisJa,wlicense.forfiveyea:rs; · 

··. . . . . . .! '.·' . , 
'·.' 

~ .. Numero~s Demo~rats -~o~sponsor(ld :~·ceri~µritesolution introduced by Senator' . ; 
·; Feinstein that stated. that President ~tun t~n~~'gaV,e (alse ·or misleading testim~tmy ·an.cl .. 
:·his a.ctioiiS [l had the e(fect.o(impeding discovery of evidence' in judicial . . ,···· 
, proceedings." S;Res, 44, 106th Cong'. (1999). · ·. •. ·:): : , .. · · · ' 

.( 

Members oft~e Senat~ who cp-sp9nsor~d the cef1sure,re~olutiori included:': . ·. , · .. 
Senator Durpin (P-IL), Senator Kennedy{D".MA),,Senat6r Kdhl(D-WI),Senat9r,, .. ·. 
Schumer (D-NY),Minqrity:Leader,.:'f;~nn.Daschl~ (D,.SD), and Senator,JohnKertY>: 
(D-MA}. . . ·.· . . .· .. , .. ·.~·· . . .·· : . ..·~ ·. ' .· .... • 

, ~-. : .. . . ', '.' ··;j. 

Then.:Congt~ss111an Schuther,}is Seri~t'<?r,.elecf:~tated that ''it is clear· that the · 
~resident ·lied when heJestifie4:,be,fore. the' grandj:ury/: . •'. ':·" . ,· . ' ·>.' :· .· ,, ' ·. ·: '·_,0 ...... . 



J;Jrett Kavanaugh-StarrRepol'.t 
. . . . ,• . . \ 

Allegation: Brett Kavanaugh was a ~o-author ofl~dependentCoul1sel's Ken Starr's lurid 
report. to the House of Representatives, in which Starr alleged that there. were 
grounds for impeaching President <:::linton. Kavanaugh's participation iri Starr's 
investigation of the Monfoa Lewinsky affafr evidences his partisan, .right-wing 
agenda; · • · · .· · ' · · · · 

Facts: 

•. ~· According to numerous press reports, Mr. Kavanaugh' did not author the nainrative. 
section of the Independent Counsel's report that chronided in detail President 
Clinton's sexual encounters with Monica Lewinsky~ · 

.·, ' . 

Mr. Kavanuagh has since critidzed the House of Repr<:sentatives.for releasing the 
report to the public before reviewing it. See Brett M. Kavanaugh, "First Let 
Congress Do Its Job;'' The Washington Po.st, F.eb. 26, 1999; at A27. 

·~ The section of the Independent Counsel'~report co-authored by Mr. Kavanalllgh -
grounds· for impeachment- was required by law, and the allegations contained in . 
that section were cQnfirmed, by subsequent events . 

./ Federal law required Independent Counsel. Starr to. advise the House of 
Representativ:es of "any substantial and credible inforniation" uncovered during 
the course of his investigation that m~y constitute grounds for impeachment. See 
28 U.S.C. § 595(c). · 

. . ; ~ 

./ According to press reports; ·Mr. Kavanaugh co.,,authored the section of the 
Independent Counsel's report that explained th,e substantial and credible 
information that may constitutegrounds for impeachment.' This section , 
summarized the specific evidence supporting the allegations that President 
Clinton made false statements under oath and attempted to obstructjustice .. 

·~ The Independent Counsel's report never stated that President Clinton should have 
been impeached. R3ther, it only explained that the Office of Independent Counsel 
had uncovered substantial and credible information that may constitute grounds for . 
.impeachment. This conclusion was clearly.borne out IJY subsequent events •. ·· .. 

The House of Representatives dete~ined that the information presented by.the . 
Independent Counsel constituted grounds for impeachment. By a vote of 228-
206, the House voted to impeach President Clinton for perjuring himself before a 
grand jury .. And by: a vote of 221-212, the I:Iouse voted to impeach· President 
Clinton for obstructing justice. · 

. . '' . .'.. " . . . . . . ·.: 

./ After a tri.al in the U.S. Seriate,.fifty Senatorsvoted to remove President Clinton 
. . from officef or obstrdcting justice. . ,., ., .. 

'.:··. 



,/ Numerou~ Democrats co-.sponsored a censure resolution introduced by 
Senator Feinstein that stated that: President Clinton "gave false or misleading 
testimony and his actions [] had the effect of impeding discovery of evidence .· 

, in judicial proceedings." .S.Res; 44, 106th Cong. (1999). .. : 

,/ 

• Members of the Seriatewho:co~~ponsored the censure resolution included: 
Senator Durbin (D-JL), Senator Kennedy (D-MA), Senator Kohl (D-vVI), 
Senator Schumer (D-NY), Minority Leader Tom Daschle (D-SD), and Senator 
John Kerry (D-MA). . .. 

• Then-Congressman Schumer; as Senator-ele~t stated that "it is clear that the · 
President lied·when he testified before the grand jury..'' 

U.S. District Court Judge Susan Webber Wrightlater held President Clint~n in 
contempt for "giving false~ misleading, and.evasive answers that were designed to. 
obstruct .the judicial prqcess" in P(lula· Jones' s sexual harassment lawsuit and 
ordered him to pay a fine of $90,000. · · · 

In January 2001, Presigent Clinton (ldmitted to giving "evasive and misleading 
answers, in violation of Judge Wright's discovery's orders" during his deposition 
in~Paula Jones's sexual harassment h1\Vsuit ··As a result, he agreed to pay a 
$25,000 fine and. give up his law license for five years. · 

" ' . ' 

~ The U.S. Senate has already ~orifirm'.ed judid~l nomihees who worked for · 
Independent Counsel Ken Starr. If thes.e nominees.' work for the Independent 
Counsel was not disqualifying, then there.is no reason why Brett Kavanaugh should 
not be confirmed becau~.e of his work for the Office of Independent CounseL 

' j Steven Colloton' ser\ledas Ass9.ciate Independent Counsel from 199 5 to 1996' and' 
Was confirmed for a seat on th~ Eighth ·circuit Court of Appeals on September 4, 
2003 by a vote of94 to 1. He was confirmed tobe the U.S. Attorney for the 
Southern District.oflowa on September 5, 2001, by a voice vote . 

. ./ John Bates served as Deputy Independent Cou~sel from 199 5 to 1997 and was · 
confirmed for a·seat ori ·the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia on 
I)ecember 11, ·2001 by a vqte of 97to.Q. . 

. . .. 

,/. Amy St.Eve served as Associate Indepen,deht Counselfrom 1994 tci 1996 and 
was confirmed for a seat on the. U.S. District Court for the Northern District ofc 
.Illinois on August 1, 2002 by a~oice·v~te. . · . . 

,/ William Duffey served asAssociatelndepen:dent Counsel from 1994 to 1995 and 
was confirmed to be the U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia on 
November 6, 2001, by a v.oice vote. Mr; Duffey recently was nominated for a seat 
on the United States District Court for 'Northern.District of Georgia and was voted 
out of the Senate JudiCiary Committee on February 5, 2004, by unanimous 

· consent. , ... 

• 



·; ··_,,; 

./ . Karin Immergut serv~d as Assobiate Independent Counsel in 1998 and was : 

./ 

. ./ 

confirmed to be theU.S;Attomey for the Distri~t ofOregon on October 3, 2003 
by; a vo1ce vote. .. . . 

Alex Azar served as Associate Independent Counsel from 1994 to 1996 ahd was 
confirmed to be the General:CounsefoftheDepartment of Health and Human· 
Services on August3, 2001,by a voice vote: 

'" . .·,.· ·'·. . ' : . 

·· .Eric Dreiband served as Associate Independent Counsel from 1997 to 2000 and 
was confirmed to be GeneralCounsel of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission on July 31, 2003, by a voice vote, 

. Julie Myers served·asAssociate foqependentCou:p.sel from 1998 to 1999 and was 
confirmed to be .an Assistant Secretary of Commerce on October 17,_2003, by a . 
voice vote. , ,, ·· ; · ·· 

. ·.·:·:· ... " 

;_1,. 



' .. ;:', 

Brett Kavanaugh - Vince Fo~ter Irivestig~tion 

Allegation: Brett Kavanaugh's work for Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr while he 
investigated the Clinton.Administration demonstrates Mr. Kavanaugh's partisan, 
rightwingagenda. In particular, Mr. Kavanaugh investigated the circumstances 
surrounding former Deputy White House Counsel Vince Foster's death for three 
years after four separate investig?tions aln~ady had concluded that Mr. Foster, 
committed suicide. · · · 

Facts: 

~ Mr. Kavana:ugh's work on the investigation of Vince Foster's death demonstrates 
his fairness and impartiality. . . · · · 

·~· 

./ While working for Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr, Mr. Kavanaugh was the 
'line attorney responsibfo for the Office of Independent Counsel's investigation 
into Vince Foster's death. Mr. Kavanaugh also prepared the Office of the 
Independent Counsel's report on Vince Foster's death. 

" ' . . 
./ In the report prepared by Mr. K~vanaugh, the.Office of the Independent 

·Counsel concluded that Vince Foster had committed suicide, thus' debunking 
alternative conspiracy theories advanced by critics of the Clinton 
Administration . 

./ Mr. Kavanaugh's role in th~ Vince Foster investigation evidences his abiHty to 
assess evidence impartially and refutes any allegation that his decision-making is 
driven by ideological or partisan considerations. 

Mr. Kavanaugh's work on the investigation of Vince Foster's death was careful and 
thorough and demonstrates ,hi~ outstanding .skills as a lawyer . 

./ In investigating Vince Foster's death,. Mr. Kavanaughwas required to manage and 
review the work of numerous FBI agel}tsand investigators, FBI laboratory 
officials, and leading national experts on forensic and psychological issues. 

. . ./ Mr. Kavanaugh conducted interviews with a wide variety of witnesses concerning 
·boththe·causeofVince Foster's.deathand his.state of mind. . . '. . . ·: . .. ,· 

./ While some have complainedthat the IndependentCounsel's investigatio~ of 
Vince Foster's death tooktoo long and was unnecessary, a careful, thorough, and 

. detailed investigation was necessary under the Independent Counsel's mandate. ·· 

~ The report prepared by Mr. Kavanaugh ·d~monstrated sensitivity to Vince Foster's 
family . 

./ Although photographs taken ofVince Foster's body after his death were relevant 
to the investigation, they were excluded from the report prepared by Mr. 



'iff, 

' . " . • ' !~ ' ' - •. 

Kavanaugh because "[t]he potential for mis~se and exploitation of such 
photographs [was] both substantial an~ opvious." See Report on the Death of Vincent 
W. Foster Jr., By the Office of Independent Counsel, Jn re: Madison Guaranty Savings & Lodn 
Ass''n, to the Special Division of the Onited States CQurt of Appeals for the District of'Columbia 
Circuit (filed July 15, 1997), Section 111.D, 

The Office of the Independent CounsePs in~estigation into the death Of Vince Foster : 
was compelled by its court~assighedjurisdiction. . · 

./, The Special Division of the United State~Court of Appeals for the Districtof 
Columbia Circuit asked the Office qfthe Independent Counsel to investigate and 
prosecute matters "relating in anyway to.James B.. McDol1gal's, President 
William Jefferson Clint01;'s, or Mrs; Hillary Rodham Clint.on's relationships with 
Madison Guaranty Savings· & .Loan AssoCi~tion, Whitewater Development 
Corporation, or CapitalMaµagement Services, Inc;" · · 

./ The death of Vince Foster fell within the Office ofthe Independent Couns.el's 
jurisdiction both because of the way Whitewater-related documents from Mr. 
Foster's office were haridled aftechis death, and because of Mr. Foster's possible . ·· 

'. role or involvement in Whitewater-relat,ed events under investigation by the 
Office of fadependent Counsel. ·· · 

.. };> The U~S. Senate has co~firmed judicial nmriiri.ees w'110 worked for Independent 
Counsel Ken Starr. If these nominees' work for the Independent Counsel was not 
disqualifying, then there is no,.reason. why Brett Kavanaugh. should be· disqualified 

. because of his work for IndepeQde11t Counsel Starr~ · 

Steven Colloton served asA~s6cia:te Independent Counsel from 1995 to 1996 and· 
was confirmed for a seat on the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals on September 4, 
2003 by a vote of 94 to 1. He was confirmed 'to be the U :s. Attorney for the 
Southern District of Iowa on Sept~mber 5, 200 l, ·by a voice· vote . 

./ John.Bates served as Deputy Independent Counsel from 1995 to 1997 and was 
confirmed for a seat on the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia on 

· December 11, 2001 by a Vote of 97 t<:> 0. . . 
. " ' " , . 

AmySL E~e served. as Associate Irideperident Counsel from '1994 to 1996 and 
was confirmeq for a seat on.the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of 
Illinois on August l, ?.002 by a vo~cevote . 

./ William Duffey'. served as Associate !~dependent Counsel from· 1994 to 1 Sl95 and 
was confirmed to be the U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia on 
November 6, 2001, by a voice vote. Mr. Duffey recently was nominated for a seat 
on the UriitedStates District Court for Northern District of Georgia and was voted 
out of the Senate Judiciary Committe~ on February 5, 2004, by unanimous 

. consent. 

. .• 
- ----------------- --------------- -- -----------------------

- ,···. 
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.,/ Karin Immergut served as Associate In9ependent Counsel in 1998 and wa.s 
.confirmed to be the U.S. Attorney forth~ Distfict of Oregon on October 3, 2003 
by a voice vote. · · · " 

./ Alex Azar served as. Associate Independent Counsel from 1994 to 1996 and was 
confirmed to be the General Cqunsel·ofthe Department of Health and Human 
Seryice~ on August 3, 2001, by .a ~~ice vote. ·: . · 

' ·'' ' . . .. . . 

./ Eric DreibandserV'ed as Associate Indep'endent Counsel from 1997 to 2000 and .. 
was confirmed to be General Counsel of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission onJuly.31, 2003, by a voiceyote . 

./ Jillie Myers served as Associate Independent CounseLfrom 1998 to 1999 and was 
confirme,d to be an Assistant Secretary. of Commerce on October 17, 2003, by a 
voice vote. · 

·'' ,_h 

,/ ' 
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I. The Scope and Methodology of _the Investigation 

·A. Events Preceding the Investigation 

On Friday, November 14, 2003, a Wall Street.Journal editorial set forth excerpts of five documents 
that the Journal described as Democratic "staffstrategy memos.".The following day the Washington 
Times reported that it had obtained 14 internal Democratic staff memoranda. The article specifically 
states the 14 documents ."did not come from a Senate staffer." (The two articles are attached to this 
report· as Attachment "A.")On Tuesday, November 18, 2003, 28 pages of material represented to be 
"the Democrat [sic] memos onjudicial nominations," includingthose referenced in the Wall Street 

·. Journal and W a:shington Times articles over the weekend, were posted on the Coalitio.n for a Fair 
·. Judiciary's website at www.fairjudiciary.com. (The 19 relevant documents from the website are· J 

attached to this report at Attachment "B. ") 
·· On Saturday, November 15, 2003, the Deputy Sergeant atArms was first notified by Senator 
··Kennedy's Chief Counsel for the Subcommittee on Immigration, Border Security and Citizenship, 
Mr._· __ , that there was a potential security problem with the Judiciary Committee computer 

··.•system. Atthe request of Mr._. _,the Deputy Sergeant at Arms arranged for a member of the 
Assistant Sergeant at Arms - Chief Information Officer's staff to meet Mr. _._at his office to· 
provide him technical assistance ir;i assessing the situation. 
Later that weekend, in consultation with.the Deputy Sergeant at Arms, the Majority and Minority 
Staff Directors for the CommiUee agreed to place the Committe.e's server backup tapes in the custody. 
of the United States Capitol Police (USCP) for preservation. The Committee's System Administrator · 
gathered the backup tapes and just after midnight on Sunday, November 16, 2003, the USCP took into 
custody a box containing 20 tapes, two access cards that allow users to remotely access the network, 

· and an envelope containing 3 pieces of paper with what appeared system administrator passwords 
noted. At this tlme, the door to the Committee's computer room, SD 222, was sealed with police tape. 

B. The Beginning of the Investigation 
The. Sergeant at Arms initiated this investigation after receiving requests to do so from Senate 
Judiciary Committee Chairman Hatch and Senators Leahy, Kennedy, and Durbin of the Committee. 
Specifically, a letter dated November 17; 2003, from Senator Durbin asked that the Sergeant at Arms, 
as the Senate's "chieflaw enforcement officer and also the principal administrative manager for most 
support services in the Senate, including oversight of comp11ter systems" inv~stigate the 

·"circumstances surrounding the theft of these documents and their distribution" beyond members of 
his staff. (Attachment "C.") A subsequent letter that same date from Senators Leahy, Kennedy, and 
Durbin asked the Sergeant at Arms to have an independent computer forensics and security expert 

.. help identify who retrieved and released the Democratic documents, assess weaknesses in the 
Committee's computer network, and make recommendations to help prevent unauthorized access 
from occurring in the future. (Attachment ''D.") On November 20, 2003, a letter from Chairman 
Hatch authorized the investigation into whether there was any unauthorized access to the Committee 

. documents referenced in the Wall Street Journal and Washington Times. Chairman Hatch also 
specifically requested: (l) the continued safekeeping of daily backup tapes; (2) a description of the 

· accounts on the system and of the privileges these accounts and security groups have - or had - to 
· .. network resources from January 1, 200 l, to the present; (3) the retrieval of the. old hard drives of the 

servers that were recently replaced; and, (4) replacement of the hard drives of the current servers and 
establisl:iinent of separate local area networks for rnajorityand minority staffs. Chairman Hatch also 
indicated that he had directed his staff to interview all_ majority staff; "to determine whether they have 

http:! /judiciary .senate.gov/print_ testimony .cfm?id= l085&wit_ id=2514 4/27/2004 
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any lmowledge of actual or potential transgressions related to these documents." (Attachment''.E.") 
The Sergeant at Arms, having consulted with Majority Leader Frist and Democratic LeaderDaschle 
.and receiving their approval, immediately commenced an investigation. The USCP continued io take 
custody of the Committee's dailybackup tapes for safekeeping. Additionally, SAA staff determined 
that the "old hard drives" of the servers were still being used and could not be taken into custody 
without shutting down the Committee's coi.nputer system. .. . 
On Friday, November 21, · 2003, staff for Chairman Hatch who had been conducting interviews of all 
majority staff on the Committee advised the Sergeant at Arms that a clerk in the Nominations Unit -
Mr. __ .,. had admitted to them that day that he had accessed Democratic files.over the 
Committee's computer system. Mr. 's desktop computer was immediately taken into custody. 
Mr. __ ._'s desktop computer in the office of Majority Leader Frist was also taken into custody for 

, . analysis. · · 
. Also on November 21, 2003, Chairman Hatch gave the SAA permission to take the Committee's 
· servers' hard drives. SAA staff conducted a site survey to ascertain the physical and logical layout of 

the Committee's servers and over the weekend of November 22-23, 2003, the four Committee servers 
were disconnected, their hard drives removed and preserved, and the Committee's data was restored 
to new hard drives. · ·.· . · 

On December 3, 2003, the file server from the Majority Leader's office was imaged and the copy 
secured for forensic analysis. A backup tapeofthatoffice'se-mail server from November 17, 2003, 
was provided to investigators, but proved to be blank. Subsequently, the System Administrator · 
provided backup tapes from September 29, 2003, and January 12, 2004. These tapes were readable 
().nd analyzed by the forensic experts. · 
C Investigative Resources .. . . 
The request for the Sergeant at Arms to conduct this investigation was, as best can be determined, 
unprecedented. To ensure a thoroughinvestigation, the Sergeant at Arms supplemented his staffs 
resources with an independent computer forensics firm and additional investigators. 
The services of a qualified, outside computer forensics company were obtained pursuant to an 
existing contract the SAA had in place for Information Technology Support. The Statement of Work 
for.the analysis asked for: (l}a matrix of access permissions assigned to security groups, and 
individual accounts and the network resources to which they had access, as can bestbe reconstructed, 
back to January 2001; (2) an audit of all available and reconstructed logs to look for anomalies in 
login failures, account logins compared to machine names, fileaccess, and copying, with special 
emphasis on the documents identified as being from the Judiciary Committee computer system; and, 
(3) an analysis of probable methods by which these files could have been obtained by other than 
permitted users. Each of the company's employees who worked on this analysis was required to sign · 
a non-disclosure certificatio~~·Thework of the forensics analysis and recovery team was overseen by 
the SAA' s lead investigator, the Assistant Sergeant at Arms for Police Operations. 
In addition to the forensics analysis o{the Judiciary Committee servers, available backup tapes, and 
the desktops ofrelevant staff members,· this investigation consisted primarily of interviews of those 
individuals who had access to the Judiciary Committee server. Over 160 interviews were conducted 
of current and former Judiciary Committee staff members and other individuals who were identified 
during interviews as possibly having information relating to the investigation. Employees of the SAA 
technology staffs were also interviewed. Four agents from the United States Secret Service were 
detailed to the SAA to assist in this investigation. They reported to the SAA lead investigator. 
All of those interviewed were asked a standard set of questions as well as individualized questions 
based on the investigation to date, or as follow up to .their answers to. the standard questions. 
Interviewees were allowed to have counsel during the interviews; six individuals chose to have 

· attorneys present. . . . · · .· · . · . · 
It would not have been possible to conduct this investigation without the cooperatfon of the majority 
and minority Members of the Judiciary Committee and their staffs, Sirtce the inception of the 

' ' 

·http://judiciary.senate.gov/print_testimony.cfm?id=1085&wit_id=2514 4/27/2004 
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investigation, Chairman Hatch and Senator Leahy have encouraged their staffs to cooperate with the 
SAA. Staff Directors Mr. __ and Mr. _·_. _ .. _have been invaluable in providing information and 
helping with the logistics of locating former employees and arranging interviews. Tlie original copy 
.of the final version of this report and the work product of this investigation will be kept by the· 
Sergeant at Arms. Copies of this report have been made and distributed fo the Chairman and Ranking 
Minority Member of the Committee. 
II. Overview of Findings 
Investigators interviewed over 160 individuals, primarily those who had access to the Judiciary 
Committee c:omputer system. In addition, five servers; four workstations and multiple e-mail backup 
tapes from the Judiciary Committee and Majority Leader Frist's office were analyzed by forensic 
experts; Individuals who were interviewed did so. voluntarily and .were advised that this was an · 
administrative, fact-finding inquiry. This report presents the findings of the investigation. 
The report begins by outlining the structure of the Judiciary Committee's computer network then 
addresses whether the Democratic documents disclosed in the press were from the Committee's 
computer system. It then outlines the admissions of two former Committee staff members who 
accessed Democratic files, including the scope ofthat access, and sets forth the forensic verification 

. of how they were able to access other users.' files over an extended period of time. The report also 
examines the statements of other individuals who were identifa~d as knowing that access to 
Democratic documents was available, addresses a possible source of the disclosures to the pres~, 
analyzes other possible means of ac:cess to the computer system, and finally, makes recommendations 
forthe future. 
Investigators were provided critical information early in the investigatlon (Friday, November 21, 
2003) when .staff for Chairman Hatch who had been conducting interviews of majority staff on the 
Committee advised the Sergeant at Arms that a clerk in the Nominations Unit had admitted to them 
that day that he had accessed Democratic files over the Committee's computer system. His desktop 
computer was immediately taken into custody by the SAA. 
The forensic review confirmed that 18 of the documents at issue resided on the Nominations Unit 
clerk's desktop. The documents in question were found within a large, password protected 
compressed file with either the exact name, or a close approximation. The documents at issue were 
also found on the Judiciary Committee server in the authors' folders, or the folders of other · 
Democratic staff members to whom the author sent the document. . 
The Nomination Unit clerk was interviewed on November 23, 2003, as part of this investigation and 
subsequently re-interviewed twice, with couns.el present, later .in the investigation. His version of 
events remained consistent eac:h time he was interviewed and the investigation verified much of what 
he told illvestigators. He and his counsel remained cooperative throughout the investigation. 
The clerk first became aware that he could access the files. of Democratic staff some time in October 
or November of 2001. He made this discovery after watching the Committee's Systems Administrator 
perform some work on his'COI11puter. An admittedly.curious person, the clerk attempted to duplicate 
what the System Administrator had done. In so doing, he was able to observe alf of the network's 
other users' home directories. He then clicked on·different folders to see which ones he could access; 

' . . . ' ' . . 

he was able to access some folders, but not others. The folders that he could access, he stated, 
belonged to both Republican and Democratic staff. 
The Nominations Unit clerk reported that he had access to the home directories of other users shortly 
after beginning his employment in the.fall of 2001 untilthe spring of 2003. Initially he printed 
approximately 100-200 pages of documents pertaining to Judge Pickering's nomination and gave 
them to one of his supervisors. Two days later th~t supervisor and another admonished him not to use 
the Democratic documents and those that he had given his supervisor were shredded. · 
Mr. . · oined the staff of the Judiciary Committee in December 2001. A short time after Mr. 

· was hired, the clerk showed him how he could access Democratic files. The clerk who initially 
discovered how to access the files told investigators that he was not sure what to look for in the files, 
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so Mr. _· _.·would guide him as to what information w:as helpful. Mr. _· _would often suggest 
which directories he should concentrate on and would.sometimes tell him that there was something 
new in a particular folder and ask the clerk to print it for him. Mr; __ . admitted accessing the 
comput'er files of Democratic staff himself on one or two occasions. 
The Nomina~ions Unit clerk explained that he frequently searched the folders of some Democratic 
staff on ail almost daily basis while working on the nomination of Judge Priscilla Owen. In fact, over 
the course of accessing other users' files for approximately 18 months, the clerk downloaded 
thousands of documents. Forensics analysis of a. compressed zip folder from his workstation where he 

' kept these documents identified 4,670 files, the majority of which appeared to he from folders 
belonging to Democratic staff. During the approximately 18 months the clerk accessed other users' 
files, he stated that he had four or five different computers assigned to him and that regardless of the 
hardware he used he was able to access this information. 
In January 200~, Mr. __ . _ left the Judiciary Committee and took a position in the office of Majority 
Leader Frist. The Nominations Unitcler.k and Mr. both admitted that the clerk continued to 
provide Democratic - and also Republican - documents to Mr. __ after he left the Judiciary 
Committee~F orensic analysis of the e-mail traffic hefween the two confirms this. In March or April 
2003, the clerk was re-assigned to another Unit in the Judiciary Committee. About the same time 
(April 2003)the Committee's server was upgraded and the clerkbelieved that prevented him from 
being able to access other users' files on the server. 
While there was extensive analysis of servers and individual workstations in this investigation, the 
results were limited due to the absence of proactive security auditing on the Committee's computers. 
The fact that not all security events were audited significantly irihibited this investigation because 
permission changes could not be analyzed on any computer. ·· 
Because 'the Committee was not auditing permission changes, the forensic review was not able to 
provide a history of who had access to the files containing the Democratic documents at issue. 
The forensic review of the Judiciary Committee servers that was conducted is consistent with the 
clerk's explanation of how he was able to \!CCess democratic files. The forensic analysis provided 

'investigators with two "snapshots" of the network's permission settings - one from July 2003 (when a 
·· file copied from the older server in April was deleted) and one from November 2003 when the server 

was imaged for this investigation. ' 
The forensic analysis indicated that a majority of the files and folders on the server were accessible to 
all users on the network. Any user on the network could read, create, modify, or delete any of the files 
or folders within these folders. The investigationrevealed that users whose network profiles were 
established prior to August 2001- when a new System Administfator was hired by the Committee -
were generally established correctly and had strict permissions; those established after the date were 
"open." The investigators do not believe that the Committee's System Administrator acted 
maliciously, or that he himself inappropriately accessed any user's files. Rather, this significant 
security vulnerability appears to have been caused by the System Administrator's inexperience, and a 
lack of training and oversight. This System Administrator left the Committee in July 2003, but 
permissions remained "open." Forensic analysis of the Judiciary Committee server when this 

··investigation began in November 2003 indicates that the system was even more open to all users on 
the network at that time. · ·· · 
·Despite this significant lack of security, the investigation did not reveal any evidence that users 
continued to access other users' files after the Nominations Unit clerk stopped doing so in April 2003. 
Other than the Democratic documents in question, no one who was .interviewed brought forth any 
other documents that they believed had been compromised from t,he computer system. · 
The investigation did not identify any individuals, other than the. clerk and Mr. __ , who were 
accessing other users' files on the Judiciary Committee computer network. While the clerk admitted 
to· accessing and printing approximately 100-200 pages of documents and providing them to his 
supervisor in October or November of2001, they did not know how he had obtained the documents or 
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that he continued to access additional Democratic documents. Additionally, the supervisors did not 
bring the matter to the attention of the StaffDirector. A forensic analysis of the hard drives of both 
supervisors was conducted and none of the Democratic documents atissue resided on either drive. 
The Nominations Unit clerkidentified other Judiciary Committee staff members within the 
Nominations Unit whom he believed knew Detllocratic computer files were accessible. 
Investigators interviewed all of those individuals .that were identified as having knowledge about 
access to Democratic files. Of those interviewed, only one - the Committee's former System . 
Administrator who was working part-time on developing a.database for the majority- knew that any 
users~ folders.wereinappropriately open to others. This individual did not know the extent 6f the 
problem and thought the System Administrator was just "sloppy" with setting some users' 
·.permissions~ He did not advise tlie System Administrator of his discovery. 
In the interviews that were conducted, to date no other individuals on either the Republican or 
Democratic staffs admitted thatthey knew that'access could be obtained to the other's files. There 

.··was speculation among those interviewed that if Mr. __ learned how to get access to Democratic 
files; others on the Committee were probably doing the same thing. The Democratic staff working on 
judicial nominations clearly did not know there was a vulnerability. If they had, presumablythey 
would have protected their files. . . ' . . 

·. · Members of the press and the Coalitions who had possession of the document at issue declined to be 
inter\riewed. Without their cooperation, the investigation faced a significant impediment to identifying 
the source of the diselosure. Several individuals who were interviewed, both Republicans and 

· Democrats, implicated Mr. __ . While there is no definitive evidence pointing tO Mr. __ as the 
. individual who gave the documents to the press, or a party outside of the Senate, there is 
circumstantial evidence implicating him. · · · 
When the Nomination Unit clerk, who considered Mr. a friend, was asked how the Democratic 
documents were disclosed to the. press, he identified Mr. ·_•._· _. _ as the likely source. He described a 
conversation with Mr. __ shortly after the documents were excerpted in the press where he 
understood Mr. __ . to acknowledge giving the documents to a third party who then gave them to 
the press,· 

· The report does not make any recommendation for referral of individuals for Senate or legal ethics. or 
· ·· criminal violations. It does set forth some of the options the Judiciary Committee may be considering. 

It also recommends immediate steps that the Committee should taketo enhance its computer security 
and sets forth measures the SAA will be recommending to the Senate leadership Jo enhance the •. 
computer security network-wide. · ·. · 

· IILThe Judiciary Committee ComputerNetwork . 
A. Organizational Background 
The SAA provides Information Technology support to the ehtimSenate, including Committees~ 
Office Automation support is accomplished via the current SAA contractor, Signal Solutions. · 
The SAA provides Senate offices with a variety of computer hardware and software, including 
networks, workstations, peripherals and all products associated with a computer system connected to 

.. a J:.,ocaLArea Network (LAN), including software such as Operating Systems (usually a variant of . 
Windows NT) and other functional packages and office suites. Software setup and Operating System 
configuration is usually conducted by SAA staff following configuration specifications requested by 
the office's System Administrator. . .. ·· · .. . · . 
Almost all Senate offices, including Committees, employ their own Systems·Administrator. These 
individuals have a broad range of technical skills,• ranging from the bare minimum to advanced. 

·technical understanding. The SAA provides training(through the Jqint Office of Education and 
Training), guidance, and/or direct support to Systems Administrators when requested to do So. 

· B. History of the Judiciary Committee's Network and Systems Administrators . . . r 
. It was determined from interviews of SAA employees that the Judiciary Committee migrated from a 
mini-computer system to a Local Area Network prior to 09tober 31st, 1991. The specific date is not 
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.. known, nor is the name of the Systems Administrator at the time. 
On August 14th, 1995, the Judiciary Committee computer software system was upgraded from 
Microsoft (MS) LAN Manager Version LI to MS Windows NT Server 3.51. In December 1999, 
another upgraqe was completed resulting in the software installation of MS Windows NT Server 4.0. 
In JulyJ999, Mr. __ left the Judiciary Committee after serving as its Systems Administrator. 
According to SAA staff, Mr. __ was very independent and rarely used their customer support. In 
August 1999, an SAAteam installed new Y2K-compliant \VOrkstations within the Committee. This 
caused a number of network issues to surface as a result ofthe System Administrator's nonstandard 
configurations on the servers and customized, non-standard, individual logon script files. In late 1999, 
the Judiciary Committee requested assistance from the SAA to bring its computer network back to a 
standard configuration and into Y2K compliance. An SAA contractor assisted the Committee for 
approximately 2 months during the transition to a new Systems Administrator, Mr. · 
SAA Service Center tickets which track service requests to the Help Desk show that in December 
1999 Mr. requested specific assistance fromthe SAA Help Desk with regard to the Judiciary 
computer server upgrade. According to these records, Mr. . •· "successfully changed and 
synchronized server passwords for proper security measu:r~ 
On June 21, 2001, Mr. resigned as the Committee.'s System Administrator-and Mr. , the 
System Administrator for Senator Leahy' s personal bffice, performed those duties "unoffi;;ially" for 
the Committee until Mr.. was hired 011July17, 2001. This position was first job after 
obtaining his college··ciegree. 
The Committeereceiv.ed ne"". computer hardwa:re ordered by Mr. __ on February 20, 2003. 
(Service Center ticket 92377). The service ticket's n:otes indicate that Mr. declined to schedule 
apre~installation meeting with SAA staff and declinedthe SAA's offer to.configure the system. He 
requested that the equipment be delivered in the original boxes and indicated that he would handle the 
installation himself. After this installation Mr. __ called the SAA Help Desk on April 18, 2003, 
with questions about how to copy files from one server to another. He was advised of the proper 
procedures and, according to the Help Desk report, was able to copy the files successfully. Three days 
later Mr. __ called the Help Desk regarding problems associated with the new Windows 2000 
server he had built to use as a file server. He reported encountering login problems on workstations 
when users attempted to connect to. the server and contacted the SAA Help Desk for assistance. The 
SAA provided technical assistance and on April 3 0, .2003, ·Mr. _·. __ advised the Help Desk staff that 

··. he was not having any further difficulties. · · 
On May 29, 2003, Mr. assumed the SysteinAdministrator position for.the Committee; He · 
remains in this position today. Mr. __ ._left the Committee on July 21, 2003. A timeline reflecting 
the tenure of the Committee's recent System Administrators is attached at "G." 
Like some other Senate offices, the Judiciary Committee has historically been staffed with Systems 
Administrators who -preferred to perform most computer-related tasks themselves. This has been true 
even ifthey had only minimal technical experience before becoming the Committee's System 

· Administrator. There is no minimum. level of proficiency required to obtain a System Administrator 
position, and there was a considerable variance in the proficiency levels of the Committee's different 
system administrators. Notably, the records of the Senate Joint Office of Education and Training 
reflect that Mr. __ . only attended two technical training classes during his tenure, neither relating 
·to the NT. Administration. · 
C The Architecture ofthe Judiciary Committee Network 
The Judiciary Committee Computer network, when it was imaged at the beginning of this 
investigation, consisted of a Primary Domain Controller (PDC) Server known as "JUD AK," a Backup 
Domain Controller (BDC), a Print Server known as "JUD PT;: and a File Server whic~ is referred to 
as "JUDFSO 1 ". Co. llectively, these servers are simply knowlll as the Judiciary Committee File and 
Print Servers. The network configuration also included an e-mail server that was not taken into 
custody because backup tapes were available. A diagram of the Judiciary Committee Local Area 
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Network as of November 2003 is attached as "H:" 
The "JUD AK" server was the primary domain controller (PDC) for the Committee. The server ran the 
Windows NT 4.0 Operating System and controlled all servers, computer workstations, users, printers, 
scanners and other computer hardware on the n.etwork. PDCs are considered critical infrastructure 
machines and act as the central management point for the entire network and all its users. 
The print server "JUD PT" was the central managing point for all printers and computers thatprinted. 
This connected all servers and workstations to all printers and managed the printing of all documents .. 
The file server "JUDFSOl"acted as the central file.repository point for all users on the network.The 
file server allowed users to save and retrieve their files and folders from a central location. This 
central loc.ation offered a large amount of hard drive space (over 200 gigabytes) for data storage by 
the over 140. user accounts. Administrators generally backup the· entire file server periodically as a 
single entity providing for the recovery of lost data .. 

. · · The Committee's servers were configured ill a way that a Local drive/partition contains the Server 
Operating System and related utilities, this is known as the server "C:" drive. There also exists a 
server "E:" drive. This particular local drive/partition contains data files, such as user home 
directories and shared directories. The System Administrator is responsible for security settings or 
permissions on the various folciers on this drive orpartitionto allow (or not allow) them to be 
"shared" with users on the network. The practice in the Judiciary. Committee is to "share" certain files 
among staff working for the same Senator. lJsers access the folders.by mapping theni to a drive letter 
(e.g., H: or S:) that they use just like a drive on their individual workstations. 
Specific to each user's desk workstation is a Local "C:'~ drive that contains the workstation Operating 
System, applications, and data files: Additionally, the "H:" drive (as 
stated above) is also seen and is "mapped': t() a user's home directory on the file/print server. An "S:" 
drive is also "mapped" to the shared folder on the file/print server. 
Each user should have exclusive access to his or her own directory. As the name iniplies, more. than 
one user typically has access to any shared folders on the server. Access to home directories and 
shared folders is controlled by pennissions set by the system administrator. · 
The diagram below reflects the Committee's server and desktop configurations. 
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A detailed explanation of.each drive is. attached· at ''I." 
. . . 

IV, Th~ Documents Disc;losed to the Press Resided on the Judiciary C_ommittee Computer Network ·· 

The Democratic staff documents exceq)tedin the press and published on the internet appeared . 
initially to have been taken from the Judiciary Committee's computer system. Specifically, one ofthe · 
authors of a memorandum to "Senator Kennedy advised investigators that the document posted on the 
public website was not the final.version of the Jl1emorandum printed and disseminated. Likewise, the . 

. ·author of the document that does not have a heading-( the first page posted on the website with an "02" 
in the upper right comer) indicated that it was typed as an outline of thoughts, not intended to be read 
by anyone else .. ahd, therefore, nev¢r printed~ . . . .· 
The forensic review confirmed that 18 qfthe documents at issue resided on the Judiciary Committee 
server. The one document that was not found was identified to investigators as written by Mr. __ , 

.... Counsel for Senator Biden, and was posted on the website with "p.20" in the upper right comer.The 
forensic review searched all files and folders - even those that had been deleted - on all of the servers 
andworkstations taken into custody. Printed copies a~d; ill.some cases filenames, of the Democratic 

. staff documents that were provided to the forensic consultants. Additionally; unique mathematical 
computations for each file weiecreated by the forellsic experts and used to search forthe documents;c 
All of the found documents resided on desktop. The documents in question were found within a large, 
p(lssword protected compressed file with either the exact. name· of the original document, or a close
approximation. The documents wer.ealsofound onthe Judiciary Committee server in the authors' 

. home directories, or the home directories of other Democratic staff membersto whom the author sent 
· the do~ument. A list of the folders where the documents were found is· attached at .. " J" (Meimos in. 
Question Analysis). 
The forensic analysis revealed no matches for the documents in: question .on any of the other computer 
(lnalyzed. . . . . ·. ·.' . . 
V'. A Judiciary Committee Staff Member Accessed the Computer Files of the Documents' Authors. 

A. Mr. Initial Access ---

As noted earlier in this report, counse,l for Senat9r Hatch who were conducting interviews the week of 
. November 17th brought to the attention of the Sergeant at Aims that Mr. , a nominations clerk 
for the Senate Judiciary Committee, had acknowledged accessing Dem()cratic files on the Judiciary · 
Committee's computer system. Mr._· ._.··._.·was interviewed on November 24, 2003, as part of this · 

·investigation and subsequently re-foter-Yfowed; with counsel present, later in:the111vestigation. His 
· versioµ of events remained consistent each time, he was interviewed and the investigation verified 
much ofwhat he told investigators. Importantly·, prior to the in:.itial media reports referencing the 
Democratic documents .at issue,.Mr. _ .. _. _.·had already been accepted to graduate school in . 
accounting in Texas and was planning on leaving employment with the Judiciary Committee. He was .· . 

. put on administrative leave the day of his admission fo Senator Hatch's counsel and left for Texas on . 
~anuary 7, 2004. . · · . 
Mr: __ . began working for the majority in the Nominations Unit of the Judiciary Committee on 
September 19, 200 L He was interviewed and hired by Mr. __ , theRepublican Staff Director for 

. ' .. . ' . ' . . . ' .. ·. .. ..... ',· .. _ .. 
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the Committee at that time. Mr. __ 'sresponsibilitiesinvolved the handling and processing of 
nominations paperwork. Later he was given additional responsibilities, including researching for the 
Committee's attorneys and speaking with the Department of Justice's Legislative Affairs and Legal 
Policy representatives. He stated that he worked for Ms. __ and Mr. __ . 
According to Mr. __ · _, he became aware that he could access the files of Democratic· staff some 
time in October or November of 2001 .• He made this discovery after watching the Committee.' s 
Systems Administrator, Mr. __ , perform some work on his computer. An admittedly curious 
person, Mr. __ ._ attempted to duplicate what the System Administrator had done after Mr. __ 
left his workspace. According to Mr. __ , he accessed "My Network Places/Entire 

. Network/Judak." In so doing, he was able to observe all of the users' home directories. He· then 
clicked on different folders to see which ones he could access; he was.able to access some folders, but 
not others. The folders that he .could access, he stated, belonged to both Republican and Democratic 
~ff . 
Mr. __ ._ reported that he had access to other users' home directories shortly after beginning his 
employment in the fall of 2001 until the spring of 2003. Mr. recalled that the nomination of 
Judge Charles Pickering to a seat on the Fifth Circ.uit was the "hot topic" within the Judiciary 
Committee in the fall of 2001. As a result, he began navigating the server and searching for 
information about Judge Pickering. He printed approximately 100-200 pages of documents pertaining 
to Judge Pickering's nomination and gave them to Ms. in an attempt to get on good terms . 
with her. According to Mr._._·_, Ms. appeared pleased with the information and thanked 
him. He reported that two days later Mr. __ .. _·and Ms. admonished him not to use the 
Democratic documents and Ms.· shredded the materials he had given her. 
B. Mr. 's Possession of Democratic Documents 
In December of 2001 Mr. __ joined the Judiciary Committee as a counsel for the Nominations 

·Unit. Mr. stated that a short time after Mr. was hired, he showed Mr. how to 
access Democratic staff files and explained that Mr. · ·. and Ms. had instructed him not to 
use Democratic materials. Mr. __ .'s response; according to Mr. , was that everyone knew 
about the open access and that he did not have to follow the directions given by Mr. --·and Ms~ 
_. _ .. _. Furthermore, Mr. · recalled that Mr: · .· told him that Senator Hatch wanted the staff 
to use any means necessaryto support President Bush's nominees. . 
According to Mr. __ , he was not sure ~hat to look for in the files, so Mr. __ · _· would guide him 

··as to what information was helpful. Mr.. __ >explained that Mr. __ .· .. would often suggest which 
directories he should concentrate on and would sometimes tell him that there was something new in a 

. particular folder and request thatMr._._. _print it out for him. When Mr. __ ·_ printed out . 

. documents, he would either hand them to Mr._· __ . or leave them in Mr. _·_'stop deskdrawer. 
• He recalled specifically leaving documents in the desk drawer without a handle. . 

In his second interview, Mr .. --explained that Mr. __ was his supervisor, (a relationshipnot 
corroborated by anyone else, including Mr. .· ), and when asked by Mr. __ to look for specific 
Democratic information he believed he was being directed to do so by his supervisor. Mr. __ . 
believed .that Mr. __ ' s instructions superseded those he had been given earlier by Ms. _· _. and 
Mr. __ . Mr. __ also stated that Mr. __ told him there was nothing wrong, or illegal with 
accessing the Democratic files. 
In January 2003, Mr._._ left the Judiciary Committee and took a position in the office ofMajority 
Leader Frist. He continued to have access to the Judiciary Committee server until at least February 12, 
2003, when he e-mailed himself (from his Judiciary Committee account to his account on the Frist 
server) more than 45 documents over three days. Mr. __ and Mr. __ both admitted that Mr. 
__ . continued to provide Democratic - and also Republican - documents to Mr._._· _ afterhe left 
the Judiciary Committee. E-mail traffic between Mr. __ and Mr._· __ confirms this, For 
example, on February 24, 2003, Mr._· _·_replied to an e:.mail from Mr. __ with the subject 
matter "please send asap" by attaching over 30 document.s to Mr. __ . And, a March 3, 2003 e-mail 
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from Mr.-.. _. to Mr. __ with the subject"lots ofchatter" attaches ten documents, the majority 
of which appearto be written by Democratic.staff. · · · 
C .. The Scope of Access · · 
Mr .. __ explained that he frequently searched the. folders of Mr._._·._ (Sen~ Kennedy), Mr._._· 
(Sen. Durbin), Mr. __ (Sen. Feinstein), Ms._._·_. (Seri. Leahy), Mr._·. __ (Sen .. Biden), Mr. 
_._._(Sen. Feingold), and Ms. (Sen.·Leahy). He.acknowledged that most of the documents 
he accessed were from the files of Ms~_. __ and Mr. _ .. ·-· ·_· •. He admitted accessing these files on an · 
almost daily basis while working ori·the nomination of Texas Supreme CourfJudge Priscilla Owens to 

·.the District Court. He stated he accessed the files much less frequently after October 2002 when his 
mother was murdered. Mr..·. provided investigatorswith a two-page printout ofa computer . 
screen with Judiciary Committee staff folders and indicated which folders he could access and those · 
he could not. (Attachment "K)') · . · 
According to Mr._. __ , when he learned of the vulnerability of the computer server he tooksteps to 
safeguard his own files. He did this by contacting a friend outside the Senate, whom he thought to be 
very good in computer security issues. This individual guided Mr.·_· __ . through the necessary steps 
at his desktop. An interview with this individual confirmed that Mr, __ .advised him that others 

' could read his files and asked for assistance in preventing this access. Mr. __ ' s friend helped him . 
"right click on properties" and establish permissions on his files. Mr.1 __ stated that he also secured . 
the files ofMr. · and Mr. __ , another member ofthe Nominations Unit; from theiir · 
workstations. 
Jn March or April 2003, about the same time Mr._._._ left the. Nominations Unit and moved to the 
Civil Division, the server was upgraded and Mr~_· __ believes that prevented him from being able to · 
access other users' files on the server. During the approxirnately 18 months Mr._·_._ accessed other 
user~' files, he stated th(lt,he had four or five different computers assigned to.him and that regardless 
of the hardware he used he was able to access this information: . 
The investigation revealed that over the course of accessing other users' files· for approximately l 8 
months, Mr. __ downloaded thousands of documents. He stated that he created a password 

>. pfotected "zip folder" on his desktop computer once he re.alized there was going to be anjnvestigation 
and moved the relevant documents to that folder. He provided investigators with the password for the 
folder. The forensics analysis\evealed that the compressed zip folder contained 4, 670 files, the · 
majority of which appeared to .be from folders belonging to Democratic staff. Over 2,000 of these · 
files appear to belong to one individual, a fomie.r counsel for Senator Durbin. Mr. told 
investigators that the only copy of these documents that he possessed other than those found on his 
workstation was given to his attorneys. Mr. __ 's counsel provided investigators with two discs 
which included the contents of M.r. _· _•· _. 's H: drive, including the zipped files; The attorneys also· 
pro,vided investigators with approximately 500 pages of documents including Democratic documents, 
.Republican talking points and issl!e papers on judicial nornirn1tions, and press and website reports 
about judicial nominees and this investigation, They represented this to be the complete results of Mr. · 

.. _.·· __ ·' s production to them of any .documents he had in his possession relating to this investigation. 
·Mr. _. __ confirmed that he had given. everything over to his counsel. · ·· 

'· ·.. ,' 

. VI. Forensic Verification and Analysis . 
A. Limitation of Analysis ... ·.· . · ·.· . . . .· .. . · 
While there was extensive forensic analysis of s.ervers and individual workstations in this 
investigation, the results were limited due to theabsence of proactive security auditing. Each server 
and workstation contains three main lc)gs; an application log which tracks programs and what they are 
doing on the network, a system logwhich,tracks anyremarkable system, operating system events; and . 
. a security log which tracks successful and failed access attekpts to system resources. System · 
Administrators can use the security log to apply both reac:tive·and proactive measures to potential and 

' ' 
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actual security incidents. The security log can audit successful and failed log ons and log offs, file ' 
accesses, user rights, security policy changes and computer restarts. . 
Prior to the Committee's server upgrade in April 2003, only failedJog-on and log"."offs were audited. 
As a result, the forensic review was unable to determine whether any users changed their user rights, 
attempted to access files to which they did not have access to, or the exact date and time of each log 
00~~~ . . 

The fact that not all security events were audited. significantly inhibited this investigation because 
permission changes could not be analyzed on any computer. When a user account is created, the • 
System Administrator assigns that user access to certain privileges and resources on the network. If 
the system is not properly configured, users may be able to change their level of access and privileges. 
Because the System Administrators were not auditing permission changes, the forensic review was 
unable to produce a history of who hl\ld access fo the files containing the Democratic documents at 
issue. This trend of not fully logging Security events began before the the Committee's server upgrade 
in April of2003. When the Committee migrated from Windows NTto Windows 2000 in April 2003, 
the same log settings were preserved and, as a result, the logging continued to be inadequate for a 
comprehensive security audit. 
R Open Permissions 

· .. ·The forensic review of the Judiciary Committee servers is consistent with Mr. __ 's explanation of 
how he was able to access files that were owned by Democrat staff of the Committee. The· files on the 

.. Committee's server (WDAK) were copied to the new server (WDIC-FSOl) on April 18, 2003 and 
deleted in July 2003. Forensic experts were able to recover most of these deleted files and analyze file 

· permissions as they were set at the time of deletion. 
The forensic analysis indicated that a majority of the files and folders oh the server were accessible to 
all users on the network. Specifically, in 84 out of 144 of the home directories analyzed, the 
permission assignment was "open," indicating that the "EVERYONE" group had full control. This 

·means that any user on the network could read, create, modify, or delete any of the files or folders 
within these folders. The remaining folders had a "strict'' permission assignment, which meant that a 
specific user(s) were assigned to the folder, typically the owner of the home directory and the System 
Administrator. The folder permission analysis is attached to this report at "L". 
The folder permission analysis verified Mr. _. _'s statements that he was able to access the home 
directories, or H: .drives, of Ms. __ , Mr. __ , Ms._·_, Mr._. __ ,Ms._· __ ,and Mr. 
__ ._. These files were among those open to everyone on the Judiciary Committee server. . 
Additionally, the forensic review confirmed that access was restricted to the files belonging to Mr. 
__ ,Mr. __ , and Mr. . This finding is consistent with Mr._·_. 's report that he took 
steps to protect these users' files. . · . . · 
The Windows 2000 operating System is built on Windows'NT technology and has similar security'. 
As a result, the open permission settings that existed before· the· Judiciary Committee's server upgrade 
in April 2003 were inherited by the new server unless the System Administrator took specific steps to· 
change them. Nevertheless, the conversion to tpe Windows 2000 Operating System left Mr. __ 
unable to navigate· access to other users' files. Part of the explanation for this is that the Windows 
2000 server has a setting (unlike the previously used 

·Windows NT) that does not show the list of all users' folders. As a result, while the Democratic files . 
Mr. __ had been accessing were stilhechnica.lly open, the path to get to them had changed and it 
appeared to him that access was no longer available.. · 
C. Pattern of Open Permissions 
Our inves~igation revealed that some userhome directories were set to "open" permissions and other 
home directories were set to "strict" permission. This appears to be a result of the Judiciary 
Committee Network having two System Administrators during the time frame.in question. One · 
System Administrator had very strict account policies in place and the other did not. An analysis of 
the creation date ahd permissions of various user accounts was performed and supports this. ·(Attached 
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. . 

· at"M" is a chart H: Drive Permissions Analysis Including Start/Creation Dates). 
Users accounts created prior to August 2001 were generally created with "strict" permissions; those 
established after that date were "open." Of the 126 users whose folders were available for forensic 
analysis, there were only nine exceptions to this general pattern. Four of these exceptions were_ 
Nominations Unit staff whose files Mr. admitted protecting. Of the remaining five exceptions, 
only two had strict permissions that should have, according to the pattern, been open -Ms. __ , · 
counsel for Senator Kyl since August 2003 (formerly counsel for Senator Sessions from August 2002 
-- August 2003)-and counsel for Senator ~rownback. Judiciary Committee leave records indicate that 
Mr. was on leave when Ms. and Mr. began their employment with the 
Committee. It is likely that their user profiles were established by Mr. __ in Mr. __ 's absence. 
They both were interviewed and denied any knowledge of being able to access other user files, or of 
the Democratic documents in question. · · · 
The Committee's recent System Administrators were interviewed on multiple occasions. Mr. __ _ 

. wasthe Committee's SystemAdministrator from D~cember 1999 to June 21, 200L At that time Mr. 
· __ ,the System Administrator from Senator Leahy's personal office took overthe duties 
unofficially until Mr. __ . began on July 17, 2001. Mr. __ remained in the position until Mr. 
__ ._assumed the duties on May 29, 2003. _ · 
Investigators interviewed Mr. ___ · in person early in the investigation and had subsequent telephone · 

· and e-mail conversations with him. After explaining to investigators how he set up a user profile, Mr. 
__ called to correct his response and subsequently sent an e-mail on February 18, 2003, which 
stated, in part:· · 
In the final step of the process, [sic] I said I would go into the newly created user folder, enable the 
share, and restrict permissi()n to full access by the particular user. I want to clarify thatthis was only 
done under the systeni I put in place in Spring 2003. · 

In conversations I've had with Mr._._._ since we spoke,. it has conie to light that I was not instru<:;ted 
to set such user permissions on each folder under the old system~ This was an oversight in teaching 
me how to setup the accounts. My assumption was that these permissions were restricted by some· 
other means, and as I was taking over an already functioning system, I did not think to double check 
this area of security. 

This statement explains why permissions wen:~ open for users who came to work for the Judiciary. 
Committee after July 2001. The investigators do not believe that Mr. __ acted maliciously, or that 
he himself inappropriately accessed any user's files. Rather, this significant security vulnerability 
appears to have been caused by Mr. __ . _' s inexperience, and a lack of training and oversight. 
Despite Mr. __ 's assertions thathe properly set permissions after April 2003, forensic analysis of 
the Judiciary Committee server when this investigationbegan in November 2003 indicates that the 

. system was even more- open to all users on the network at that time, Two-thirds of the fold~~rs 
analyzed were created on April 18, 2003, when they were copied from the old server (JUD AK) to the 
new server. The majority of the folders on the new server(JUDIC-FSOl) have no permissions set.. 
Access to these files would require a user to manually map to another user's drive (as opposed to 
clickingon folders as Mr. __ did). · , 
Because the servers in the Judiciary Committee Network remained open from August 2001 through 
N overnber 2003 it is plausible to assume that additional users may have escalated their privileges, and 
therefore would have been able to view files.belonging to other users. Despite this significant lack of 
security, the investigation did not reveal any evidence that users c,ontinued to access other users' files 
after Mr. __ stopped doing so in April 2003. Other than the Democratic documents in question~ no 
one who was interviewed brought forth any documents that had b~en improperly acquired from the 
computer systems in question. The next section of this report will address.the knowledge of the 
individuals identified by Mr. __ as having kllowledge of the ability_to access Democratic-files. 
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VII. Other Individuals Identified as Having Knowledge. 
A. Ms. and Mr. in the Fall of 2001 
As previously discussed irt this report, Mr. __ admitted to accessing and printing approximately 
100:.200 pages of documents and providingthemto Ms; -.--. and Mr. __ in October, or 
November of 2001. Ms .. __ and Mr. __ confirmed that Mr. __ brought them a sfack of 
documents that appeared to be written by Democratic staff. Ms. __ stated that she did not know 
how Mr. _· _· had received these documents, but that her impression at that time was that they came 
from a computer. that Mr~ __ inherited from a former Democratic staffer. She remembers 
recognizing that one of the documents was an internal Democratic memorandum at which point she 
decided not to do anything with them ahd placed them in her top desk drawer. The next day she . 
shredded the documents and told Mr. to shred every copy he made and admonished him that it 
was not appropriate to read them - "this is not the way they do things here." ~ 
Mr. _._. _' s account of receiving the documents is .very similar to that of Ms. __ . Mr. __ 
recounts that it was late in the day when Mr. __ presented a manila folder of documents that 
appeared to be written by Democratic staff. Mr. _·--.did not know that Mr. __ had access to the. 
files. He stated that later 'in the evening as he thought about the documents, he concluded that it was 
wrong to have or use them. The next day he told Ms. . , "I don't think it's right, we need to get 
rid of them." They then asked Mr. __ into Ms. · 's office and told him to destroy anyhard 
copies that he had and advised him to delete the files if they were on his computer. 
Ms. _. __ .· and Mr. __ both stated that they thoughtthey had resolved the problem and did not feel 
it was necessary to bring the matter to the attention of their supervisor, Staff Director; Mr.·--· Mr. 
__ is no longer a Senate employee, but was interviewed for this investigation. He denies having 
access to Democratic files or knowing that anyone else had access. The investigation also revealed 
that is unlikely that Mr. __ shared with Mr. _. __ · the fact that he could access Democratic files. 
Interviews revealed that the two gentlemen .did not have a close or friendly working relationship: 
The forensics analysis of both Ms .. __ 's.and Mr. __ 's Judiciary Committee hard drives was 
conducted. This analysis.revealed that none of the Democratic documents at issue resided on either. 
drive. Furthermore, the analysis determined that neither Ms. _. _, nor Mr. __ altered the manner 
in which they saved their documents, which they might have done if they understood that Mr. __ 
and others could access files through the Judiciary Committee seryer. · . · 
Investigators found Ms. __ and Mr. _· _· _. to be credible and cooperative in this investigation. In 
fact, on February23, 2004, Ms._. _called investigators after she.discovered one of the ])emocratic 
documents at issue in het possession when she was unpacking her files at anew job. She told 
investigators she had received the document from Mr. __ , counsel for Majority Whip McConnell, 
jn February or March of2003. She does not remember the exact conversation, but she had the 
impression the document came from Mr. __ . When Mr. __ was re-interviewed he indicated 
Mr .. __ · may have shown him an "opposition document" early in the year, but denied any 
recollection of the giving the specific document to Ms. __ ._; although, he acknowledged that it was 
possible he did so. . · · 
B. Nominations Unit Staff 
Mr. _. __ was questioned by investigators about whether he was aware of anyone else who knew that 
Democratic files were accessible. He initially stated that, "Everybody knew," but when questioned 
further he named only several Judiciary Committee staff within the Nominations Unit, specifically, 
Ms. ,Mr. ; Mr. , and Mr~ . Mr.· indicated that he was also able to 
access these.files from Ms. 's c:omputer. Mr. __ stated that the other individuals he named 
had knowledge of being able to access Democratic files because Mr. , a former System 

·Administrator for the Committee who was re-hired in Noveml:>er 2001 to develop a database for the 
majority, demonstrated how access .could be obtained. The investigators intei-Viewed all of those . 
individuals that were identified by Mr. __ as having knowledge about access to Democratic files. 
Ms. was employed. }?y the Judiciary Committee in July 1998 as a legislative correspondent 
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and later its nominations clerk. After a break in service she returned to the Committee.from August 
2001 through September 2003, first as the Nominations Unit Jnvestigatorand later as a counsel in the 
Unit. In her first interview, Ms. recalled overhearing a conversation between Ms. ___ , Mr. 

, and Mr. . · , .in which she heard Mr. . . say that he could access Democratic files. She 
believed this was possible because he had inherited a computer previously used by Democratic staff. 
She further stated that if Mr. _· _ had shown colleagues how. to access· files, it was only because he 
was shocked or startled that it was possible; he was not showing them so that they could access the 
files. 
When Ms. was re-interviewed she was.asked again about the "demonstration" Mr. __ ·· told 
investigators that Mr. had conducted and her knowledge of Mr. __ . 's abilityto access 
Democratic files.· Ms. recollection of events is not clear. She initially stated during the second 
interview that Mr. __ ._ told her directly that he could access other individual's files on the server 
and at one point had shown her how he .could do it, using his own workstation. She later indicated that 
it could have been that Mr. __ · showed her on her own computer. Ms. also stated that she 
does not have specific recollection of a demonstration by System Administrator. She stated that it is 
possible that it happened and that she does not remember it because she did not think it was 
significant at that time. Overall, Ms. was not helpful in determining whether others within the 
Nominations Unit knew that access was available to Democratic files. She acknowledged that events 
"could have happened" the way Mc_. __ described them to investigators, but had no.specific 
recollection. Mr. __ ; conversely,.is certain that Ms~ knew how to access Democratic files, 
but had no specific knowledge that she had ever done so. 
When Mr. was the Committee's System Administrator from December 1999 to June.2001 he 
stated that he was meticulous about security permission. Investigators interviewed Mr. __ three 
times. While he was nervous and guarded with investigators initially he eventually was forthcoming 
and essentially confirmed Mr. __ 's recollection of events. He denied accessing Democratic files 
and had never seen the documents at issue. · 
When Mr. returned to the Committee in November2001 to create a database he remembers 
discovering that Mr. __ , then the Committee'sSystem Administrator, was being "sloppy with 
permissions." Mr. __ denies ever giving a "demonstration" as Mr._·_ reported, but does recall 
that when he was working on Ms.. 's computer{she. did not have an H: drive and was helping 
he.r fix that problem) he \Vas able to view folders belonging to other Judiciary Committee staff. He 
remembers trying to open "a couple" folders and that they were.only "Hatch stuff." He recalls that 
Ms; , Mr. --. _, and Mr. were present at the time and that he may have said something like, 
"I can't b~lieve he left it open." This discovery occurred while he was working on Ms. 's 
computer. When asked whether he thought Ms. . might have been able to remember the steps 

·he had taken to access other users' folders he stated, "If __ . _could remember steps, I'd give you a 
. hundred dollars. She is the most technologically illiterate person lknow." 
Mr. __ does not recall ever notifying Mr.·--· _of the fact that he was able to access folders that 
should have been closed. During this investigation Mr. . , still a Senate employee, sent an e-mail 
to Senator Hatch's counsel responding to a Boston Globe report that a Republican "computer 
technician informed his Democratic counterpart ofthe glitch, but Democrats did nothing to fix the 
problem" by stating: · ·· · 

· ... my firmest recollection is that I did not have a conversation with Mr. __ about what, at the time, 
I could only have deemed him as being sloppy with some permission and not some problem that of 
which others wouldtake advantage. What! can rememberis leaving him a message to call me about a 
concern and he didn't return my call. . . 

The only individual interviewed who alleged that Mr. __ told the Committee's System 
Administrator about open access to user files was Mr. _·_. _. He claimed to have learned about this 
from Mr. __ . However, Mr. __ denied telling Mr. __ ·_ this and stated he did notknow· 
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· whether Mr._·_ was apprised of the sitUatioiL ., 
Mr. _ .. _. _, a law clerk for the Committee in the summer of 2002 and currently Investigations 
Coµnsel, initially told investigators that he had never been shown how to access Democratic files .. In a 
second interview focusing on the "demonstration" Mr. _ .... _ said tookplace, Mr. __ stated that 
he hl;ld no recollection of a "demonstration" by.Mr. __ ·_, but that it could have happened. Mr. __ 
thought it was possible that he could hav~ beel1 present while Mr. __ was showing something on 
the computer, and he may not have known what was going on. Mr. _· _ denies accessing the files of 
Democratic staff. · · · · · . 
Mr. _· _ .. ·, also a law clerk for the Committee in the summer of '.2002 and no longer employ~d by the 
Senate, was interviewed telephonically and denied accessing Democratic files. He stated that he was 
not aware that the possibility of doing so existed; it was not common knowledge in the office. He also 
de!lied being present at a "demonstration" byMr. _._. -·.··· · 
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. In the interviews that were conducted, no other individualson either the Republican, or. Democrat~c 
staffs admitted that they knew that access could be obtained to the other's files. There is speculation 
among those interviewed thatifMr. _. ___ · __ learned how to get.access to Democratic files, others on . 
the Committee were probably doing the same thing. The Democratic staff working on judicial 
nominations clearly did not know_ there\vas a vulnerability.· If they. had, presumably they 'Yould have 

. protected their files. . . . 
Qther than .the supposed "demonstration" by Mr; __ · ._. , neither Mr. __ , nor Mr. __ , _. '.identified 
anyone who they thought knew about accessing Democratic files: It is believable that they would not 
have told others. Notably, excerpts from e-mails between the two men setforth later in this'report · 
indicate their desire to keep secret the fact they had access to these documents. Mr. _. __ was 
thought of by his peers as having ''a mole" on the other side and would smile when he was asked how 
he knew what appeared to be insider Democratic information. · 
There \Vas speculation, by Republican staff that were interviewed, that the Democrats had been 
reading their memoranda. Each time this was mentioned, the investigators asked the person being 
interviewed to identify documents.that he/she thought had been compromised and none was ever 
identified. 
Unfortunately, forensic analysis cannot determine which users accessed specific files and/or folders. 
As explained earlier in this report, the audit logs that would show this were not turned on in the 
Judiciary Committee system. While the system has this type of tracking capability, in the Senate it is 
typically used only as an incident response and it is standard procedure to leave the logs off during 

. normal operation. For this same reason, forensics cannot tell us whether a user was successful or 
unsuccessful in attemptingto access something he/she was not authorized to access. 

VITL A Possible Soun::e of the Disclosure to the Press. _ _ . . . 
·. During the investigation_ several individuals· acknowledged having seen hard copies of the Democratic 

· documents. Investigators spo~e with· anyone that was identified as having a copy of the documents to 
- ascertain how they came intotheir possession. Most individuals who had hard copies had downloaded 

· · them from the Coalition for a Fair Judiciary website. The one exception to this was Mr. ___ , _ . 
counsel for Senator Kyl, who told investigators that hereceivedthe documents from Mr .. _· _of the 
Wall Street Journal on November 14, 2003. · . -
Counsel for the Wall Street Journal declined to make.Mr. , or Ms. , available for 
interviews. Mr._._. , the author.of the Washington Times article on November 15, 2003, stated that 
he received the documents. in hard copy, but notfrom a staff person on the HilL He declined to name 
his source. 
Ms. , President of the Coalition for a Fair Judiciary, whose website initially posted the 
documents, also declined to be interviewed citing the Sergeant at Arms' lack o{"jurisdiction" over 
her, orthe Coalition.Mr._· __ , Executive :Oirector for the. Committee for Justice, who Mr. __ 
believed to be the middle-man between Mr. _. _· _. and the press, declined to be interviewed after · 
investigators refused to give him a list of questions in advance. He also returned investigators' caUto 
interview Mr. , Chairman ofthe Committee for Justice, reporting that Mr. declined to 
be interviewed. 
Without the press, or Coalitions being willing to reveal their.source of the Democratic. documents, the 
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investigation faced a significant impediment to identifying the source of the disclosure. Additionally, 
because this was a fact-finding, administration investigation, law enforcement tools such as grandjury 
subpoenas to compel testimony and offers of prosecutorial immm1ity were not available to · 
illvestigators. However, several individuals who were interviewed, both Republican and Democratic, 
implicated Mr. __ . While there is no definitive evidence pointing to Mr. __ as the individual 
who gave the documents to the press~ or a party outside of the Senate; there is a substantial amount of 
circumstantial evidence implicating him. Additionally, Mr. 'sstatements contradicted forensic 
evidence on tw() occasions and atother times Were inconsistent with the recollection of qther, reliable· 

·. individuals. · · 
Mr. __ ·_has admitted to accessing Democratic files on his computer. Initially he told investigators 
that Mr. has tried to demonstrate this to him, hut he was unsuccessful because he was not very 
computer savvy. Later, he admitted to accessing the files from his workstation on two occasions'. In 
his press statement the day he resigned, Mr. _. __ stated, "Although I came to learn how to access 
two or three of these files easily enough, I did so few times and initially to ascertain that Democrats 
could access Republican files as well:" 
When the Democratic documents first appeared on the Coalition for aFairJudiciary website on 

··November 18;2003, the last document that was postedwasail e-mail containing the"directory path of· 
Mr. _. _. _ at the bottom. A forensic review helped deteirnine this document was an e-mail from a 
web. page that was viewed and printed by Mr. _. __ with Internet Explorer. Mr. __ could not 
off er an explanation for this, other than noting that the document was not a Democratic staff · 
memorandum. When he was adviseq his directory path was on a document on the website, he called 
and asked that it be removed and a new versionwithout his directory pathwas subsequentlly posted. 
When Mr. __ - _. was asked how the Democratic documents were disclosed to the press, he identified · 
Mr. __ as the likely source. Mr._·_ stated that he met Mr. __ ._ in the Senate Chef (an eatery. 
in the Dirksen building) early in the week of November 17, 2003, shortly after the story broke. Mr., 

·--·- stated that he specifically asked Mr. __ if he had leaked the documents to the press and that 
Mr. said "No." Mr. · . told investigators thathe then asked Mr. whether he gave 
them to Mr. __ who gave ther:n to the press. Mr. __ .. _'s response, according to Mr. ___ , was to 
nod his head affirmatively. , 
When investigators presented Mr. . with this information, he confirmed meeting Mr. . in 
the Senate Chef, but denied giving the documents to Mr.· , or indicating to Mr. that he did 

' - ' I • -- --

so. 
Mr. __ ._ recalled having seen iline of the Democratic documents that were posted on the website 
before they were made public. He may have seen t.he others, butstated that he did not specifically 
recall them. He denied giving the documents to the press in his. initial interview and when asked in his 
second interview whether he h.ad ever given them to anyone else, he answered "no - not to my 
recollection." In his third interview, Mr.-.-. -. · continued to deny giving the documents to the press 
and had no Specific recollection of giving them to anyone else, although he admitted he often shared 
"opposition information" with colleagues and could not say for sure whether he had given them to 
anyone else. . .. · . . . 
Also in his second interview,·Mr. __ told investigators that most of the documents Mr. __ 
printed for him were useless and he would just throw them out. The ones he thought might be useful 
he kept in a folder that he later lost. He speculated this might have happened when he moved from the 
Judiciary Committee to the Majority Leader's offices. In his third interview he indicated he believes 
he lost the folder in the Majority Leader's office. 
In Mr. __ 's interview with investigators onJanuary 15., 2004, he admitted to receiving memoranda 
while in the Senate Majority Leader's office, but denied actively soliciting it. The e-mail traffic below 
directly contradicts Mr. __ 's statement to invesffgators: 

From: ___ --~(Frist) 
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Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2003 3:27 pm· 
·To: , .. (Judiciary) 
Subject: anything 

On what Feinstein is doing re: Owen. Info on meeting she has had. Her Tps?[sic] 

From: , ---
Sent: Wednesday, April 09; 2003 3:40 PM 
To: , (Ffist) ' 
Subject: RE: anything 

This all I could find (most of it from_). 

Mr~ __ ._. asserted to investigators that his conduct.in accessing Democratic files was not 
unauthorized and that it was.appropriate to make these.documents public because they were left 
available to others by the Democrats. He does not believe that he has committed any wrongdoing. A 
review of the e-mail traffic between Mr. __ and Mr._._._, however, indicates that they actively 
sought to keep whatthey were doing from others.and acted covertly. For example, in the e-mail 
exchange between the two set forth below in March 2003 regarding a set of Republican documents 
referred to as the "Amex binder," Mr. does instruct Mr. to send documents to a third 
party. 
From: . , (Frist) 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2003 10:48 AM 
To: , (Jtidiciary) 
Subject: Am Ex 
Importance: High 

.' . ..· - , . 

Can I ask you to undertake a discreet mission. Mr. __ should get a complete relpcate [sic ]ofthe 
Ame Ex binder. He needs to get up to speed with outr [sic] best info as he build [sic] relationships 
with the press. · . 

Let me know how soon ... assuming you accept, Mr.Phelps. 

From: , (Jildiciary) 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2003 11:09 AM 

· To: , (Frist) 
Subject: Am Ex 
Importance: High 

Of course l would be h~ppy to assist in this covert actio.n. The question is: exactly how much should I 
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provide? You know, we ha:ve loads on [sic] information. 

From: , (Frist)· 
Sent: Saturday, March 08, 2003 3:50 PM 

I . • 

' To: , (Judiciary) 
Subject: AmEx 
Importance: High 

Whatever is in the binder and whatever giveshim a sense ofthe facts in rebuttal to the recurring 
themes. 

From: , (Judiciary) 
Subject: Follow up on previous e-mail 
Date: Fri, 07 March 2003 15:20 
To: (Frist) 

As is the usual practice, please don't letanJ'.one here know that I know all this. 

On March21, 2003, Mr. __ e-mailed Mr. __ 169 documents represented to be the "Am Ex" 
folder. 
Another example of Mr. __ taking· steps to protect others fr01n finding out that he had accessed 
Democratic files occurred when he left the Judiciary Committee. · 
From: , (Judiciary) 
Subject: Old Files 
Date: Wednesday, March 5,2003 4:20 PM 
To: (Frist) 

It seems has removed your old file folders you didn't want others to see-which is good 
because people here have started to access your old files. You should check the e-:mail I just bee' d 
you on because and asked for the Dear Colleague letter. I had no choice but to forward 
it to them. Good luck with everything! · · 

Another example from earlier that same date: 

From: , (Judiciary) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 5, 20032:42 PM 
To: , (Frist) 
Subject: FILES 

You may need to e-mail separately (just bee: me on it) and instruct him to permanently 
remove the personal, confidential files from the system·contained in the folders named ''Rose"and 
"Personal." Everyone now has access to these files. I have already copies [sic] these onto my 
computer as your backup just in case'. If there is anything else you need off of there before he deletes 
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any more files, let me know and I'll get youtaken care of. But you should probably express your 
concern that you don't want your private files available to everyone and just ask him to delete those 
two folders. I'll monitor the situation and let you know what h;ippens. 

Six minutes later Mr.· e-mails Mr. 
From: (Frist) .. 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2003 2:48 PM· 
To: , (Judiciary) 
Subject: F·iles 

. . ' . . . 

Please delete my personal files from the stored files. They are in folders marked 'Personal" and 
"Rose" and "fillib". 

___ responds: 
From: , . (Judiciary) 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2003 2:51 PM· 
To: (Frist) 
Subject: RE: Files -

No problem-,-----~· I've deleted them. 

Mr._·. __ a:dvisedinvestigators that "Rose'?.was the folderwhere Mr. __ put the DemQcratic 
·documents that Mr. e-mailed to him. A review of the contents of this folder confinned it 
.contained Democratic documents. The e-mail exchange set forth above indicates that after Mr. __ ·_ 
left the Judiciary Committee the System Administrator followed the Committee's .usual practice and 
moved the documents from a former staff member's ~ome directory into a folder in the shared 
directory. When this was discovered, Mr._._··_ had the Systern Administrator delete the folder 
containing Democratic documents.Jn his last interview, Mr. denied that he had ever 
downloaded any of the Democratic documents from Democratic folders, or Mr. 's e-mails to 
him. Instead, hestatecj that "Rose". contained possibly scann_edcopies of Democratic files he received .. 
from·Mr. __ , or notes he made about those documents. The contents of"Rose" contradict Mr. · · 

's statement. 
After the Wall Street Journal article appeared on November 14, 2003, and the documents were posted 
on the public website, Mr. , Chief {)f Staff to MajorityLeader Frist, called Mr. _. --'-into his 
office where Mr. __ · _. stated that he had accessed Democratic: files in the past, but that he had not 
accessed anything since he had come to the Majority Leader's office~ · 
As outlined by the e-mails set forth above, Mr._:_ continued to receive Democratic docum,ents 
from Mr. __ after he left the Judiciary Committee even though he was not able to access the files 
himself after he was taken off the Judiciary Committee's computer network. According to Mr. __ _ 
Mr. __ during that meeting said, "I made amistake'." Mr. _. -. _denies this. .. · · .. 
In his final interview Mr. __ .·· mentioned for the first time that a backup disc, made while he was at 
the Majority Leader's office, had just come)nto his possession:· He fold investigators that a friend of 
his from outside the Senate had made a backup disc for him and had recently reminded hirn of that. 
He declined to give investigators the name of the friend.stating that he_ did not want t6 prolong this 
investigation. He also refused to give investigators the names of his White House legislative contacts 

·for the same reason. The existence of this backup disc a:nd the lost file of Democratic documents. · 
leaves open the possibility that Mr. __ has Democratic documents in his possession.· 
IX. Analysis of Other Possible Methods of Access to Documents from the Judiciary Committee 
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Computer System. 

While it is clear to investigators that the Democratic docum~nts disclosed to the press in this case 
originated with Mr. __ ' s accessing the files of Democratic staff who had open permissiions, the 
investigation revealed other possible theories of how these documents might have become public, 
This section of the report addresses several of those theories and starting with the premise that the 
documents were, at least initially, taken from the computer system, presents several possible methods 
through which access could have been gained. This section of the report addresses some of the 
possible ways this might have occurred. 
A. Hacking Into the System Frqm the Outside 

. The SAA employs a number of technical, management and operational controls at the boundaries of 
the Senate network. These controls are designed to: 
• Prevent unauthorized access to computers located inside the SAA; 
• Allow controlled remote acces~ by authorized Senate employees and vendors; 
• Prevent interconnection between offices; and, . 
•Detect anomalies which maybe indicative ofpotentialsecurityevents. 

The controls are both preventive and detective in nature. Multiple technologies provide these controls 
·.and they are deployed according to an overall "defense in depth" strategy. A diagram oftheSenate's 

layered information security approach is attached at "N." 
Some technical controls are monitored by network operations staff and some are monitored by an 
outside information technology security contractor. When potential security events are noted by either 
party, SAA staff is alerted. Despite notdetecting any failure in these controls, the SAA periodically 
engages outside parties to evaluate their efficiency and effectiveness, 
Remote access is provided only to authorized ·personnel upon request. Technical controls used for 
remote access include a two-factor authentication consisting of a time synch physical token (SecurID) 
and a personal identification number. These tokens are issued to Senate office.representatives, who 
are then responsible for distributing and tracking them within their offices, Remote users are routed to 
their office subnet only. These remote connections are also monitored by the SAA's enterprise-wide 
detective controls. When anomalous behavior is detected (silchas When a remote user's computer or 
laptop is believed to be· infected with a virus or computerworm),-the SAA identifies the user ID 
attachedto the remote connection and notifies the proper System A.dministrator. 
The SAA has not encountered any incident where unauthorized access by an outside intruder occurred 
to a Senate computer within its network boundaries. · 
B. PcAnywhere presented a securityrisk. .· 
When the Committee's serverswere being imaged for this investigation, pcAnywhere started up on 
the Primary Domain Controller. This led investigators to question whether this software was in any 
way involved in giving unauthorized users access to the Jµdiciary Committee network. 
PcAnywhere ispart of the standard SAA template installed on desktop workstations and laptop 

.·computers, primarily to allow the System Administrator; or the SAA Help Desk, to access the 
machines for troubleshooting purposes. As part of the standard installation, it is configured to require 
the workstation owner's express permission each time a System Administrator, or the }Ielp Desk 
needs access. It is common to see pcAnywhere on a Senate user's workstation and the Judiciary 
Committee did allow the SAA's Help Desk to assist its staff by utilizing this application. PcAl1ywhere 
was most likely installed by the Committee's System Administrator because the servers·were 
delivered by the SAA without software and the SAA does not have any· records indicating that it 
subsequently installed the application.· · . . 
The forensic explanation of why the pcAnywhere application automatically started during imaging of 
the Judiciary Committee server is that itwas most likely paii ofa start-up routine established by the 
System Administrator, or a process that was set to start up at a specific time. The application was 
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running silently .in the backgrou~dand was scheduled to be activated and begin "listening" for remote 
cotinectionsatthe time it started up~ ··· · ·.· . ·•• . · ·· .· ·.. · · ' . 
While it is not likely that pcAnywhere contributed to the djsclosures in this case, the forensic review 
ndtes that it did present a vulnerability for the Judiciary Committee network. The program requires· .. · 
strict rules for obvious security reasons and the application on theJudiciary Committee se1ver was 

~ expllcitly configured less secure and confraryto its producer's recommendations, Unfortunately, . · 
because pcAnywheredid not log any user or program infcfrmaticm, there was no way to determine if 
an unauthorized user attempted to break into the server. · 

. C. The'Anthraxlncidenti~ October200t . < ·• . . .. > · . · .... · .•..... • 

.. Some. of those who· were interviewed for thisinvestigatiori specuTated that the involvementdfthe 
SAA during the anthrax incident in October 2001 may have resulted in the relaxation of security 
controls for the Committee. According to the ASAA-:CIO, the Judiciary Committee computer systems 
were unaffected by the Anthrax incidertt on. October r 5,,>200 L During the temporary relocation of. 
·some JudiciaryCommitteestaffto the Postal Square Building from November 2001 through Jamiary 
2002, the SAA provided access to the Judiciary Committee network from P0stal Square to 
accommodate workstations that were set up there for the use oftheJudiciary Committee staff. This. 

· involved setting up a separate subnet for the Committee's workstations in Postal Square and then . 
giving that subnet access through the Senate network routers. to the Judiciary Committee subnet The 
setup did not include, or require arty changes to the hoshbased security on the Judiciary Committee . 
.servers. Anyortewhowanted to access a resource on the Judiciary Committee network still had to log 

· on to the 1'erver with a valid user name and password and have the appropriate permissions. 
It is also important to note that the Nominations Unit, focated afthis time in the Dir1csen building, ,did 
not require relocation. Mr._·.-.. ····_._ worked at his same workstation.throughout the incident. 
Additionally,· because the .Committee's servers were located ih the Dirksen Buiiding, the System 
Administrator still had physicalaccess to the· server to perforill whatever administrative tasks needed 
to bedone. ·· · ·· · · · 

· D. PoorPhysical Security/Computer Secudty Controls· .·.. . _J. .· 

Throughout .the course oflhis illvestigatiori;several systemic flawsin both the physical security and ·.·. 
· computer security pr(lctfoes withinthe Judic;iary Committee were identified as potential compromise 
points for sensitive documents. While the. investigation .has r~vealed thatthese vulb.erabilities did or 
currently do exist, in no way did .the investigation reveal that they contributed to.the particular 
·accessing and compromise of the docuil1entsinthis case. Nevertheless,. this report will notie the 
security deficiencies identified in. interviews':of current and former Judiciary Committee staff to 
advise.the Committee of potential vulµerabilities: · . : . . · . ·.· · ·. . • ··. 
Tlie Committee has never had' documented computer security rules. Whilethe Sergeant at Arms offers 

· ·training and recommendations to the· Systems ,A..dministratots assigned to. Senate offices, there is no 
requirement that a Systems Administrator abide. by those recommendations, or attend training. 
One of the consi.stent computer security pr6blerµs identified was the issuance and maintenance of· 

; passwords needed to access·the Judiciary Committee server. Interviews with numerous Committee 
Staff I)leffibers reVyctled that many ofth,em were issued,predicfable passwords that were identical to 
theirusemame. For example, astaffmembernarriedJohhDoe would be issued a usemamE~ of . 
"JOhnD," and his password would also be ''John))'J'The !ndividualwould never be prompted to · . 
change, or customize his password. Interviews revealed that, while some staff members took it upon 
themselves to change their passwords, many didrtot( even as this inquiry was ongoing)·. In contrast, 
access to. the e.;.mail server setup by the. SAA staff requites a more stringent alphanumeric password, 
ancLthe system forces the. use~.to change his/her password after a preset number of days. . . . 
Another common password weakness identified was the issuance of generic and pr~dictable . 
passwords for interns,. such as "intefnl," "intefn2," etc, Finally; thyre seerriedto.be a pattern of staff 
merribers sharing passwords. An administrative assistant for one subcommittee kept a list of user 
names and passwords for all staff members who worked for one Senator~ Other staff members said 

' - . . ·,.,'·. - - ' -
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that they would sometimes share their passwords with co-workers for various reasons, while others 
indicated that they would leave their passwords on, or near their workstation. 
Another common computer security flaw identified was staff members not logging off the Judiciary 
Committee server, or not turning off their computers when leaving their workstations. The majority of 
staff members interviewed said they did not regularly turn off their computers upon leaving their 
workstations, including when they left work at the end of the day. This is particularly problematic .· 
because, unlike many current system configurations, the Judiciary Committee server does not 
automatically log a user off the system after a predetermined period of inactivity. 
when this investigation commenced the.Committee did not have an up-to-date list of which staff 
members had access to the network through remote access via SecureID. SAArecords indicated.the 
Committee had 16 active remote access cards, but the SAA does not track the names of individuals 
within the Committee who are given the cards. When this investigation began, the Committee's 
System Administrator was unable to account for all of the active remote access cards. While this is a 
potential vulnerability, users with remote access still need a valid username and password to access 
the network so it is unlikely the lack Of inventory control contributed to access by an unauthorized 
person. . 
Another security vulnerability identified was that, upon leaving for other jobs, staff memb<~rs would 
sometimes download several, if not all, of their files onto compact discs, or other types of storage 
media. At least one of the authors of the compromised memoranda posted on the internet in this case 
had done so, although the author said the compact disc containing the questioned files was accounted 
for. 
Several vulnerabilities were also identified in terms of physical security of documents within the 
Judiciary Committee offices. Interviews revealed that most offices did not have a system for 
disposing of sensitive documents. ,Most documents (draft copies of memos, etc.) were ju$t thrown in 
the regular trash. Other than classified material such as FBI files, no distinction was made in the 
sensitivity of other documents. There was no regular practice of using locking waste bins, burn bags, 
shredders, or any other devices to enhance operational security. In fact, many of those interviewed 
indicated that sensitive documentswereregularly left out on desks. Additionally, several staff 
reported that office doors were left unlocked at night. 
X. Recommendations forthe Future · 
A .. Referral for Sanctions , 
Upon receipt and review of this report the Committee will have before it decisions to inakt; about 
whether to refer individuals identified in this report for dis<;iplinary, or criminal sanctions. The 

Chairman's letter authorizing,the Sergeant at Arms to condu.ctthis investigation requested:onlyfact-
finding and it is beyond the scope of this report to recommend any particular sanction for individuals 

identified in this report as having access to Democratic files. However, it is clear that one of the 
considerations before the Committee is what steps should be taken next. The Chairman and Senator 
Leahy have specifically asked whether a crime has been committed. Accordingly, this section of the 
report will address the criteria for possible referrals for disciplinary action and for criminal 
prosecution to the Department of Justice. It should be noted that any referral to a non-Senate entity -
whether made by an individual, the Committee, or the Senaie - could be problematic if that outside 

, entity decides to conduct further investigation, or inquiry in a manner deemed inappropriate by 
Members. 
1. Possible Ethics Committee Referral 
Rule 29.5 of the Standing Rules of the Senate provides: 
Any Senator, officer, or employeeof the Senate who shall disclose the secret or confidentialbusiness 
or proceedings of the Senate, including the business and proceedings of the committees, 
subcommittees and offices of the Senate shall be liable, if a Senator, to suffer expulsion from the· 
body; and if an officer or employee, to dismissal from the service of the Senate, ai1dto punishment for 
contempt. 
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Wh~n this Rule was amended in 1992by Sen. Res. 363 to include the protection of business of. 
committees, Senator Mitchell outlined the reasons why the protections afforded confidential business, 
or proceedings of the Senate should be expanded to cover committees, subcommittees, and offices. 
He stated: 
... c;andid discussions among Members depend upon a trust that is based, in part, on a willingness of all 
Members to abide by the practices of the Senate. Those practices place responsibility for certain 
decisions, such as the decision whether to release confidential information,in the hands_of the Senate 
as a whole, or in committees of the Senate, rather than in individual Senators. The unilateral decision 
by a Member or employee to release confidential committee information is inconsistent with the 
Senate's practice of making such decisions openly and collectively'. Arrogation of this responsibility 
by individuals can destroy mutl.la:l trust among Members and be harmful to the institution. 
Congressional Record, October 8, 1992, p: l 7836 .. 

. •. The legislative history of this ameqdment also expl~ins that while the· Select Committee on Ethics . 
wouldhave jurisdiction to con.sider an allega,tion ofRule 29.5, "[almost always, questions about leaks 
should be addressed first by Members or committees or offices themselves." Id. 
The. Select Committee on Ethics also investigates unethical and improper conduct which may reflect 
upon the Senate, even though that conduct does not violate a written law, Senate rule, or regulation:. S. 
Res. 338, 88th Cong., 2d. Sess. (1964), as amended by S. Res. 110, 95th Cong., lst Sess. (1977). 
The Ethics Committee procedures may provide the Judiciary Committee with an avenue for · 
determining whether a criminal referral to the Justice Department is appropriate. While it would not 
be able to exercise jurisdiction over former Senate employees, it may be willing to consider reviewing 
the report of this investigation for possible criminal referral. 
2. State Bar Attorney Disciplinary Boards 
ModelRule 8.4 of the American Bar Assoc:iation's Model Rules of Professional Conduct states thatit 
is professional misconduct for a lawyer to, among other things, "( c) engage in conduct involving 
dishonesty, fraud, deceit, ormisrepresentation." The comments to this Rule are instructive: 
(2) ... a lawyer should be professionally answerable.only for offenses that indicate lackofthose 
characteristics relevant t9.law practice .. Offenses involving violence, dishonesty, breach of trust, or 
serious interference with the administration of justice are in th.at category. 

This investigation did not identify'the states where any of the attorneys interviewed are licensed to 
· practice law. The Committee may decide to refer attorneys subjectto a rule similar to 8.4 to the 

attorney disciplinary boards where they are licensed to practice law~ One significant note of caution in 
considering type of referral is that it may open doors to state disciplinary boards asserting jurisdiction 

· over Senate attorneys where in the past they have not. Additionally, the Committee would be 
expected to cooperate in any subsequent investigation, the details and avenues of which may be_ 
beyond what it originally anticipated. · · 
· 3. The Justice Department 
If the Committee were to refer th.is report to the Justice Department, prosecution might be considered 
under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act. The provision of this law most likely to apply in this case 
is 18 US.C. section 1030(a)(2)(B). It provides: 
(a)Whoever -
(2) intentionally accesses a computer without authorization or exceeds authorized acce.ss, and thereby 

· obtains - . 
(B) information from any department or agency of the United States; 

.• shall be punished under subsection ( c}of this section. 

Fot purpos~s of 18 U.S.C. section 10.30: · 
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-;; the term "exce'eds unauthorized~qcces(_~eans to access ~co~pute(with authorizatiqna1~d:fouse 
. ·SUCh access·tOobtain.or alter information In the computer that the access"'.e~,isnotentitled·so to obtain.· .• 

oralter; l8U.S.C: section l030(e)(6). - . - . . - . . - ... 
{1: 

-:- theterm "dep~rtmentofthe United States'-' means:thelegi~lative,.or judicial branch of the •• 
Government, or one_ofthe executivedepartm~ntsenumeratedihsection 101 of title 5; 18.VS.C: 
section 10jO(e)(7). · · · · · · 

· WhenCongress ~mended 18lJ.S;C. sect1onl030 inJ99(j by·addingsection(a)(2)(B), it meantto. 
address a gap in the law;s coverage. The legislative history statys: . · · ·· 
The second gap is the significant lirriita:tiori on the priyacy pn)tection given to. information hekLon 

· .. Federal Government computers: Specifically, the prohibltion onlyappliesto outsiders who gain. . _ 
unm,1thorized access to Federal Government comput,e:rs, and nottq Government employees who abuse 
their computer access privileges to obtain Governmentinfomiaticm that may be sensitive and · ·· 

_· confidential. Senate Report 104-357; l04th Cong.,)q Sess., August27, 1996; p. 4. ·. 

_The legislativ~historyalso-indicatest}iat seetiort. (2)(B)'was meant to cover governmentempl~yees~ 
who "obtain informat_ion" by rrierely reading it. Id. . . ..... · .· . - . : ·• . . . . .. _ . 
18 U.S. C. section f030(a)(2)(B) is a misdemeanorpUnishable by ,a fine and/or not more than one year 

iIJ1prisonment. A referral t6'the Department of J~stice could be·m~de by either contacting the Uriited 
····, States Attorneys' office for the District of Columl?ia or the Cilminal Division's Computer Crimes and 
.·· · Intellectual Property Section.· A prosecutioIJ, u11der Jhis section could result in litigation involving the 

aJi:ide I, .section 6 of the Constitution {speech an(l debate), the FirstAmendment (freedom of the press 
issues), the· F mirth Amendment {issues relating to the~search of computer records), and the definition-.. 
of ~:unauthorized access' µnder the statute. Arid,. while a criminal investigation could· commence .upon 

· referral to the Department of Justice, a Senate Resolution wouJd be needed to introduce documents_ or.· 
t¢stimony into a Grand Jury ofattriaL S~e Senate Rule ll .· . .- . . . . · 

-- In informal briefings prior to the issuance of this rnport·, ·committee Members asked about the 
possibility of pursuing a false statement case againstMr;_-_-_f()r befog untruthful with · 
investigators. The relevantst.atute; 18 U.S~C. section'lOOl, provides: · _ - . 

- (A) Except as otherwiseprovi<,ied jn this section; whoever,·in any matter within the jurisdictiortof the· 
executive, legislative, or judicial br::inch ofthe(}overnmenf of the United States, knowingly and 
willfully-: · · · · - -

._· (2). make~ any fals.e, fictitious, ·orfralldulent statement orrepresentation; . 
· · ·· shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both; 

The ~tatuespecificallyaddresses false statel11~ntsin thecontext.oflegislative in~estigations: . 
. (C) With respect to any matter within the jurisdiction of the. legislative branch, subse_ction i( a). shall._ 
apply onlyto~ . . ,. . -·· . . .· ... · . \ . . .· -

(2)any investigation or review, conducted pursuanno the 3:l1thority of any committee, subcommittee, 
· commission, or. office of the Cqngress, consistent with applicable rules of the House· or Seilate ... , . 

. Members have-also inquired about whether persori~who received copies of the Democratic 
- documents violated the law by receiving sfolen property, The relevanf§tatute under which prosecution· 

might be considered provides: < - • · .- · • . • · _ . · · · , · 

Whoever embezzles, steals, purloins, or knowingly converts fo his use or the use of another,or 
without authority, sells, conveys or disposes of anyrecord,voucher; money,. or thing of value of the 

. United States or of any department or agency tqereof, or · · , .. 
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Whoever receives, conceals, or retains the same with intent to convert it to his use or gain, knowing it 
to have been embezzled, stolen, purloined or converted --

Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; bufifthe value of such 
property does not excee.d the sum of $1000, he shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more 
than one year, or both. 18 U.S.C. section 641. 

In addition to the statutes set forth above, a referral for prosecution may raise issues ofwhether any· 
laws of the District of Columbia were violated in this matter. While this report does not intend to 
present an exhaustive consideration of all possibly applicable criminal statutes, the District's 
prohibition against taking property without right is another statute that local prosecutors might 
consider. It provides: 
A person commits the offense of taking property without right if that person takes and carries away 
the property of another without right to do so. A person convicted oftaking property without right 
shall be fined not more than $300or imprisoned not more than 90 days, or both. DC ST 22-3216 
(1981). 

A prosecution under a District of Columbia or any federal statute would implicate many of the same 
issues outlined above as likely to be. presented by a prosecution under 18 U.S.C. section l 030. In 
deciding whether to pursue a prosecution arising from the facts of this investigation, prosecutors will 
apply the usual standard ofreview in considering whether to pursue or decline the case: whether there 
is evidence of a prima facie case and a reasonable probability of conviction, i.e; whether the 
admissible evidence will probably be sufficient to obtain and sustain a conviction. Other 
considerations influencing prosecution include whether there is a substantial federal interest affected 
and if there exists an adequate, noncriminal alternative to prosecution. United States Attorney 
Manual, section9-27 .220. · 
B. Immediate Steps to Enhance Computer Security for the Committee 
·separate servers were provided to the Judiciary Committee· during the pend ency of this investigation. 
The Committee now has two System Administrators - one for the Republican staff and one for the · . 

. Democratic staff. This will eliminate any concern that users' files have open permissions allowing 
··those of the other party to view their documents. It does not, however, ensure that permissjons are set 
properly to secure. users' home directories from the view of other users on the same server,, or that ·· 
other vulnerabilities addressed in this report will not recur. To ensure the future security of the 
Committee's computer system, the SAA recommends additional training, enhanced security practices 
and a complete, prospective security audit.· . 
The Committee leadership should require that its System Administrators' enroll in additional training 
programs with ah emphasis on security policies. This training is provided on a regular basis by the 
Senate's Joint Office of Education and Training Office. Additionally; the Committee should require 
mandatory and recurring user training also with an emphasis on security policies and best practices. 
Users generally did not understand the difference between their home directories,. shared folders, and 
their local hard drives, how to protect their passwords, or the importance of not leaving their computer 
running when away from their desks. This training could be provided by the System A.dministrator's 
or through the Joint Office of Education and Training. The .Committee should also consider 
incorporating ethics training into an orientation program for new employees to ensure they understand 
the Senate's expectations for ethical conduct that meets the highest professional standards.· 
There are several security practices that should be implemented by the Committee immediately if it 
has not already done so: 
• Review permissions setting to ensure proper restrictions; 
• Establish and enforce strict password policies; 
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• Ensure that operating system lo~s are capturing the requited security information; 
e'.I· '. 

• Start a.Security Awareness Campaign to educate users; and 
Develop a tracking system for inventory of hardware, remote access cards and other computer-related 

. assets~ 
' .. ' . 

. ' . . . 

. Regardless of the efforts of the Committee ·to enhance security sfoce the beginning of this 
investigation, the SAA strongly recommends.a prospective audit of the network by a party outside of 
the Committee. The audit would be focused on security and compromise protection. It will provide an 
assessment of the efficiency and effecti,veness of current physical and logical controls over the 
computerized information systems and recommendations for improvement. The SAA believes this 
proactive review is nec.essary for the Committee to maintain a consistently available network with 
effic:iency and security in mind. The audit could be conducted by the SAA, the General Accounting 

. Office, or a private contractor. On February 20, 2004, the Chairman and Ranking Member sent a letter 
to the General Accounting Office.to commencethis important audit. 
C. Measures to Enhance the Security of Computer Network~ Senate-Wide 
It is incumbent upon the SAA to take all steps necessary to ensure that the vulnerabilities identified 
during this review of the Judiciary Committee do not exist elsewhere among the Senate offices. As a 
.result of the lessons learned during this investigation, the SAA will ask the leadership of the Senate to 
consider the following: . 
• Establishment of a technical skills assessment and certification program for current Syste:rn 
Administrators 
• A continuing technical education requirement for System Administrators 
• Minimal qualification standards for new System Administrators A Computer Security Best Practices. 
Manual fot the Senate developed by the Sergeant at Ahns in conjunction with the Committee on 
·Rules and Administration · · · . 
• Mandatory Ethics and Professional Responsibility training for all 'new employees 
• Mandatory Computer Security Training for all new employees 

XI. Conclusion 

This investigation depended entirely on the voluntary cooperation of those who were asked tO be 
interviewed. While investigators followed leadsand interviewed many individuals as a result of 
learning their names during interviews, it remains possible that there are other current or former 
members of the Senate community who have knowledge of the open nature of the Judicary 
Committee computer system who have not come forward or been identified: This was evidenced most 
recently in press reports on March 2, 2003, when a former Grassley intern was reported to have · 
kn()wledge of Committee computer security system vulnerabilities. His name was not been provided 
to investigators when they asked for all employees (paid, interns, and detailees) who worked for the 
Committee from June 2002 to th<;: present There are likely to be other individuals who had access to 
the Committee's computer system whose were not provided to investigators. . 
The tremendous amount of computer data in this case also leaves open the possibility that additional 
evidence could be discovered by investing substantially more time and money ill analyzing individual 
workstations, print logs,, and e"'.'mails. 

http:/ !judiciary. senate. gov /print_ testimony .cfm ?id=l 085 &wit_ id=308 8 4/27/2004 
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commonly irn;:igined. SunT \Vas cerr<unly sincen: in his efforts 
to assemble <l staff \Vhose range of experience coulJ approxi
mate that of the Justice Department, and he hired many re~ 
spected career prosecutors who could re<1sonably be expected 
to advance that goaL Indeed, the Justice Department itself 
would have been proud to h::rve done much of their \Vork, -
particularly the prosecution ~l Arkansas Governor Jim Guy 
Tucker and the Clintons' former business partners, James 
and Susan 1VlcDougal. Unlike Fiske, however, Starr also 
brought in people \vho pushed the investigation toward a 
more open-ended inquest. The most imporUmt of these hires 
was\V Hickman Ewing Jr. -

Ewing became, over the course of the Starr investigation, 
a particular ta.rget of Starr's critics. This was partly because 
he was a central-casting stereotype of a prosecutor working 
for. Starr: born-again Christian, conservative, and displ.aying a 
charming~ if somewhat alarming- candor in acknowledging 
that he was not approaching the investigation with a presump
tion that the Clintons were innocent of wrongdoing. "After 
you've been doing this kind of work for ten, fifteen, twenty 
years1" writer Jeffrey Toobin quotes him as saying, "it doesn't 
take too long to determine whether s~mebody has committed 
a crime. You draw your preliminary conclusions., and then you 
shut this down or yon proceed. We proceeded."s1 For Clinton's 
defenders, Ewing came to embody the culture-war dimension · 
of the fight the \Vhite House was waging against Starr's office. 
vvbite House aide Sidney Blumenthal once called him a "re-. 
ligious fanatic" - a remark for which he later had to apolo
gize.10 For manyof S_tarr's foes, Ewing spnbolized Starr's in
ner redneck; appropriately nicknamed "Hick," he_ was the 
unpolisheJ zealot beneath Starr's own presentable exterior. 

A1ore interesting than the fire it dreV\· from Clinton's de
fenders, E\Cving's approach as Starr's deputy in Little Rockwas 
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highly controversial within Starr's office itself. Ex-staffers de
scribed him to me with radically differing levels of sympathy, 
and some even suspected him of political motivation. Several 
of Starr's staff reported feeling anxious about the scope and 
aggressiveness of his approach. Still others defended him 
strongly. In almost all of the descriptions, however, certain 
common themes emerged. Ewing, his former colleagues said, 
did not believe in focusing investigations narrowly on specific 
criminal allegations but in casting a wide net and keeping 
investigations open. As former Starr prosecutor Brett Kava
naugh described it, Ewing had learned "from long experience 
that you had cases where things just turn up if you keep at it 
long enough." 11 John Bates, who served as Starr's Washington 
deputy, added that Ewing's approach was to "look broadly, to 
keep things open, to look for the interconnected aspects, to 
keep one thing open beyond what the facts would warrant 
because of the possibility that it might interconnect" with 
another allegation. 12 Another former Starr prosecutor snm
;marized Ewing's philosophy a touch less generously: "Every
one's guilty until proven innocent. In order to maintain pres
sure, never close anything until the last day" on which a case 
could be brought. Noted this source with evident disgust, 
Ewing-who played football in high school and had planned 
to be a coach like his father- "used to draw football diagrams 
on the wall with everyone close to the Clintons as layers of 
defenses." 13 

Simply dismissing Ewing as a Clinton hater is probably 
too simplistic. Both Bates and Kavanaugh, for example, dis
puted the contention that Ewing's approach flowed out of ha
tred of the president. Bates described Ewing's hard-charging 
style as "his fundamental perspective as a prosecutor." i-+ 

Ewing, unsurprisingly, denied that he began the probe with 
animus toward the president though he acknmvledged that 
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relevant to 1\1r. Foster's state of mind," Bond wrote. "If we are 
to believe Special Counsel Fiske,, \~lhite'vvater issues were not 
a significant factor in Mr. Foster's suicide. The speci::il (oun
sel's report, however, raises significant questions regarding 

h. . "·+7 t is issue. -
To Starr, who took over the probe as the deb::ite over the 

Fiske report was raging, that questions had arisen about the 
suicide was alorie enough to justify reopening the matter. 
Starr took up the Foster death both because he felt obliged to 

address every issue Fiske had examined and because., in his 
judgment, the attacks on the Fiske report demanded a re-
. sponse. Starr described the Fiske report respectfully, saying 
that it "well stated a c.onclusion and a process."·B On readil1g 

·the report, he said, "I talked to Rod[erick] Lankler, the princi
pal author.of the report, ... and I was satisfied that it had been 
done in a professional way."++ Starr also noted, however, that 
Fiske's report "did not go through an elaborate, deeply de
tailed, fact-based, rigorous analysis."-+:i Criticisms of the re
port, consequently, "were cascading in, ... extraordinarily 
direct assaults on it." It is worth stressing that Starr himself 
was never conspiracy-minqed about Foster's death. He said 
he had "no reason to doubt [Fiske'sl ultimate conclusion."-+6 

He described the furor that followed its release, moreover, 
as composed of "all kinds of outlandish, unfounded allega
tions.';-+; Kavanaugh, the prosecutor responsible for actually 

· conducting much of the Foster i11vestigation under Starr, said 
he "tried to keep an open mind" about how Foster died, but he 
saw the probe's purpose as "ruling out a crime." The bottom 
line, he said, is that "vou have a dead oerson with a run in his 

,,, J 0 

hand and 3 wound in his head. You have a presumption that it 
is a suicide but vou're looking at it as thoug·h it could be 

,,, .._, L· 

something' else. i'-+~ Ewing. ~ho also participated in the in-

vestigation, likevise said he \\:as convinced "pretty early on;' 
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that Faster killed hjmself. 4'J Had Starr been trymg to prove a 
murder, he presumably would have shown more tolerance for 
the work of l\tliquel Rodriguez; a civil rights prosecutor in the 
office ·who,. as Starr put it, "just was convinced tha\something 
had, in fact, happened." Rodriguez, whose hiring Starr de
scribed as "an unfortunate start" to the Foster investiga
tion, found no sympathy, however. After he insinuated to a 
grand jury that one of the Park Police officers may have been· 
involved in Foster's death, then-\Vashington deputy Mark 
Tuohey III quickly reined him in and Rodriguez left the office 
shortly thereafter. 50 

But if conspiracy-mongering was not driving the Foster 
death investigation, peither was any prosecutorial instinct. 
Starr believed he had to settle the outstandinghistorical ques
tions for the sake of posterity, however unlikely those ques
tions were to result in criminal prosecutions. In his view, pub
lic doubts about the suicide were "corrosive" in the face of 
"the potential historical significance of thedeath of an indi
vidual so close to the president and first lady," an.event he saw 
as the "most significant death in office since that of [Truman 
administration Defense] Secretary James Forrestal."51 Be
cause of the seriousness of the matter and the "withering scru
tiny" he knew his own work would face, Starr believed that he 
"had to have this absolutely air-tight." His role, he believed, 
"was [to) put this to rest to the fullest extent possible." He 
regarded this role, which he likened to that of the Warren 
Commission.'s investigation of John F. Kennedy's assassina
tion, as "very important for the well-being of the country" and 
flowing out of "the uniqueness of the independent counsel, 
who is sort of a blue-ribbon grand jury kind of person who 
issues reports on issues of public moment. "52 

John Bates, the \Vashington deputy who oversaw the lat
ter part of the Foster death probe, acknowledged that the 

-
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decision to use the inquiry to settle historical questions made 
it exceptionally difficult to close. "A reasonable decision was 
made that it had to be reexplored. There were some forensic 
questions that really required some independent examination 

· by this independent counsel," Bates told me. The persistence 
of conspiracy theorizing among "the fringe elements con
vinced [Starr] that he had to issue a thorough, exhaustive re
port that would settle the questions." Starr, he said, "realized 
that this was not the traditional role of a prosecutor, as did 
some of us in the office, and we were frustrated that the case 

.. put us in that position." Starr, however, "felt that it was in
cumbent upon him to come out with a thorough and disposi
tive report." 5 ' As such, said Kavanaugh, speed was not the 
priority that it had been for Fiske. Starr's "goals in the inves
tigation were to not worry about carping that this was taking 
too long but to produce something we could be proud of ten, 
twenty years later. To do that, he felt we had to take all steps 

. within reason. "54 

"All steps within reason" took nearly three years. By the 
autumn of r 99 5, Kavanaugh said, the office had conducted a 

. much broader set of interviews than Fiske had done, indud~ 
ing interviews with Foster's children and his mother. At that 
point, he and Tuohey assessed their progress and gave Starr a 
status report. Starr, however, "was still notsatisfiedin terms of 
going the extra mile," Kavanaugh recalled. In response, they 
went back and conducted an ultra-thorough search of Fort 

. L· / 

Marcy Park for the bullet that killed Foster (which they never 
found). They did carpet-fiber tests, and the office brought in 
its own outside forensic specialist. 55 Ewing, recounted that 

· Starr even went so far as to suggest, on the advice of the late 
Republican Representative Steve Schiff, that he interview 
Foster conspiracy theorists Christopher Ruddy, Ambrose 
Evans-Pritchard, and Reed Irvine. 56 This led to \vhat Ewing 
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Dubelier's inemo represented J. ''close-to-final'! write-:up of 

the matter. 1 q Yet the office proved un;:i bie to finish the rnves

tig-ation for vears to come. 
L• •' 

Various factors kept the investigation alive. An entire 

appendix of Ray's report is devoted to \\/hite House non

cooperation with the invcstig:ation. 1':1 But this docs not suffice 

to explain the additional three years. According to Rates, the 
Travel Office matter vv;1s kept open, in part, because other 

matters pending before the otfice related to the first lady's 
truthfulness under oath, matters including \\11itewater, the 

disappearance of the billing records, and the handling of ma
terials from Foster's office. It was, he said, "difficult for [Starr] 
to close out the Travel Office when these other things were 
still open." The issues were "to some extent interrelated 

. [and] involv[ed] the same high-level person." The "major ex
planation" for the delay, Bates said, is that this reluctance on 
Starr's part lengthened even further the office's "thorough and 
lengthy process" of vetting the Du belier memorandum. Bates 
suggested that the slowness was less the mark of the truth 
commission instinct than the result of "certain inefficiencies" 

combined with "a laudable care" on Starr's part for getting 
things right. Starr, he said, "is a very careful person in every 
respect, including his conduct as a prosecutor."H<i 

This analysis certainly tells a significant component of the 
story. When Dubelier left, the work was picked up by other 
prosecutors - Solomon V\Tisenberg, in particular--who felt 
they had to satisfy themselves that his analysis held water. 

Some of the delay resulted less from the need to get at some 

deeper level of'truth th:m from the need for new people to get 
up to speed and become sufficiently~ familiar with the case to 

make their own judgments about its merits. Given the stakes 
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in a high-profile investigation of the first lady, the impulse to 
be thorough, even within a traditional prosecutorial frame
work, is understandable. However strong Dubelier's work 
may have been - and it was uniformly admired among the 
Starr prosecutors I spoke with-it may ask too much to ex
pect that those prosecutors who inherited Dubelier's memo
randum would simply have adopted his conclusions as their 
own. Particularly since the memo suggested that no cases be 
brought in a matter that the office had previously regarded as 
potentially leading to Mrs. Clinton's indictment, there was a 
strong impulse to reassess· the evidence. carefully to determine 
its amenability to a different reading. 

The impulse to prosecutorial thoroughness, however, ex
plains only so much, and Bates conceded that Starr's truth
seeking instinct was evident in aspects of the delay as well. 
During the investigation, he recalled, "substantial issues" 
arose as to the veracity of "some witnesses." Bates said there 
were different perspectives within the office regarding how 
serious a problem this was: "Some might feel that a prosecutor 
has to stand up for the prosecutorial process and that people 
should be prosecuted for lies to the investigation~ Others say 
that you can't have an investigation without people lying." 
Starr, Bates said, "was very concerned about [lies to the inves
tigation] and he took that very seriously." 137 Starr's view, ac
cording to Kavanaugh, was that "it was within [his] mandate 
and he was offended by lying and perjury. Some prosecutors 
might be more instrumental regarding the little fish." 138 An
other prosecutor in the office put it more bluntly: "A lot of 
people were not telling the truth, and that drove Starr out 
of his mind." 139 The office, therefore, ended up spending 
a fair bit of energy considering whether or not to prose
cute ancillary figures in the case, even though their purported 
misstatements had little bearing on the underlying case, or 
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lack thereof, against YVatkins or Hillary Clinton. Once again, 
Starr's focus on truth caused him to fixate on the interaction of 
witnesses with the investigation, even at the expense of resolv
ing the big questions in a timely fashion. 

The Travel Office investigation bore another, more pub
lic, signature of the truth commission: the decision to litigate 

·. all the way to the Supreme Court the question of whether the 
attorney-client privitege survives the death of the client. F os
ter had, shortly before killing himself, met with a lawyer 
named James Hamilton concerning the various investigations 
of the Travel Office firings·, in which Foster had been involved. 
In the course of the meeting, Starr's office later learned, Ham
ilton had taken three pages of notes. Starr's interest in these 
notes originally grew not out of the Travel Office case but out 
of his investigation of how Foster's office and papers were 
handled after his death.Ho Indeed, the grand jury subpoena for 
the notes was issued in December r 99 5, weeks before the 
Watkins memorandum was finally delive~ed. 141 Yet the notes 
understandably acquired a certain importance once Starr had 
assumed jurisdiction over the Travel Office. To be sure, inves~ 
tigators did not kn:ow what those notes said, though they de
veloped "several hypotheses," according to Kavanaugh, who 
argued the Supreme Court case. 142 Moreover, any evidence 
they contained would almost surely have been deemed inad
missible hearsay. The notes nonetheless presented a body of 
evidence, albeit a small one, that Starr believed he should not 
ignore. After all, if a depressed Foster were going to reveal that 
he had been covering up Hillary Clinton's having given a di
rect order to fire the Travel Office employees, his prospective 
lawyer was an obvious person to tell. The office was also aware 
that Foster had been, in his final days, deeply anxious about the 
Travel Office matter. The notes were, therefore, legitimately 
tantalizing. i\1aking them all the more tantalizing was the fact 
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Here are the articles I found. Most of them are from the Washington 
Post and speak very highly of Kegan. She is mentioned most often in 
connection with the Estrada nomination as an example of a Republlican 
failure to confirm Clinton's nominees. There were also quite a few 
articles announcing her appointment as dean ofHarvard Law. I did not 
include these because they essentiallyjust short news blurbs. 

Tim 

Michael J. Gerhardt. The Washington Post Washington, D.C.: Mar 2, 2003. pg. B.01 

Copyright The Washington Post Company Mar 2, 2003 

I do not know Miguel Estrada. Nor do Democratic senators. Many were confounded when President 
George W. Bush first nominated Estrada in May 2001 to the nation's second-most powerful court, the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. Estrada, nominated at the tender age of 39, 
had practiced law for less than a decade. At his confirmations hearings, he said little about his judicial 
philosophy. After his appointment languished in the Democratic-controlled Senate and Bush 
renominated him this year, Estrada appeared again before the Judiciary Committee and failed to dispel 
the mystery surrounding his views. 

Estrada has been singled out by Senate Democrats, who are filibustering to block a vote on his 
nomination. Yet in other respects, Estrada is not unique. Like many of Bush's other appellate court 
nominees, he is relatively young. Like many of these younger nominees, he has left virtually no paper 
trail, making it difficult to attack his record in confirmation hearings. 

Statistics show the growing importance of younger nominees in the selection of judges for the nation's 
federal courts of appeal. In the modern era, the average ageof a circuit court nominee at the time of 
confirmation has gone from a high of 55.9 years under President Dwight D. Eisenhower to a low of 
48.7 years under the first President Bush. The average age of President George W. Bush's confirmed 
circuit court nominees was 50,5 during the 107th Congress, but his more recent choices show that he 
wants to follow his father's example. His circuit court nominees include not only Estrada; but Jeffrey S. 
Sutton (40 when first nominated to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit); Steve Colleton {39 
when nominated to the Eighth Circuit) and Priscilla Owen (46 when first n9minated to the Fifth Circuit). 
The average age of the nominees awaiting confirmation to appellate .seats is 50.1. 

Relative youth is not the only virtue the Bush administration is seeking in its nominees. The people 
counseling Bush on judicial appointments are convinced that his father erred in appointing some 
judges, notably David Souter, who has become a reliable vote for the Supreme Court's moderatei wing 
and cast a pivotal vote for reaffirming Roe v. Wade. Consequently, Bush's counselors conduct 
extensive interviews with prospective nominees about their judicial philosophies. Many of the 
nominees have been active members of th~ Federalist Society, established in the early 1980s to 
organize, cultivate and sharpen conservative thinking about the Constitution. Activity within the 
Federalist Society constitutes important -- and sometimes the only -- evidence of a young 
conservative's ideological commitment.. 

Armed with that commitment; a young judge.might help Bush establish a conservative legacy that 
co.uld outlast his presidency by decades. Yet with Republicans now in control of the Senate, judicial 



nominees have no incentive to testify openly abouttheir views b~fore the Judiciary Committee .. 

Democrats have seen other nominees display reticence in talking about judicial ideology, such as 
during the Supreme Court confirmation hearings for staunch conservatives Antonin Scalia and 
Clarence Thomas. Since· Bush mentioned during the 2000 presidential campaign that Scalia ancl · 
Thomas would be his models if he were to appoint a Supreme Court justice,.Democrats worry that 
Estrada, and many of his fellow nominees, wou.ld share the hostility those justices have shown toward 
abortion rights, affirmative action, strict separation of church and state, and broad federal power to 
regulate the economy.· · · 

• • ,·· • < ., : • ••• • 

Democrats have cried foul, accusing the administration and RepubJican lawmakers of pursuing an 
ideological agenda that they ne~er openly defend. Republicans have pointed to Estrada's sterling 
resume and accused Democrats of making the Honduran immigrant -"who graduated at the top of his 
classes at Columbia University and Harvard. Law School, clerked for Justice Anthony Kennedy and 
served as an assistant in the solicitor general's office -- the latest victim of a vicious cycle of payback. . . ' ~· . ,· ' . 

. . 
Some trace thatcycle back to Republican senators who believed that President Jimmy Carter packed 
the lower federal courts with women who would.usetheirjudicial power to advance liberal social 

. policies. Others believe President Ronald Reagan poisoned the process by pledging to appoint judges 
arid justices who would overturn liberal decisions on abortion rights and federalism -- the balance 
between federal and state authority. Some view the then- Democratic Senate's rejection of Robert 
Bork's nomination to the Supreme Court as a watershed event for which the Republicans have sought 
revenge.· 

. .. : . ·; . .:· ·, .. . ·. . . .. 

In fact, the cycle of payback and ideological agenda~ can be traced to the earliest days of the nation. 
Every national leader has c:;ared a.bout the likely ideologies ()f nominees to the federal bench. The only 
way to ensure that nomine.s will perform satisfactorily is to adopt reliable selection criteria, becaL1se, 
once confirmed, federaLjudges serve for life, wield enormO!JS power and are immune to political 
retaliation for thei.r decisions, President George Washington selected Supreme Court nominees based 
on. their fidelity to the new Constitution af)d broad interpretations of federal power. President Anclrew 
J_ackson based his choices on nominees' political fealty and strong support for state sovereignty. 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt sought commitment to upholding the New Deal's constitutional . 
foundations, and President Lyndon B. Johnson wanted support for the vigorous protection of civW 
rights. Presidents Reagan and George H.W. Bush based their judicial selections in large part on 
nominees' variance with liberal opinions and devotion to the use of original intent as a primary source 
of constitutional meaning. · · · 

. · ... ; ' '. i 

In every e~a. senators have checked presidents' efforts to shape the composition and direction ~f .the 
_federal courts. After Republicans had forced _Abe Fortas off the Supreme Court because of ethical.· 

· improprieties, Democrats scuttled his would-be replacement, President Richard M. Nixon's nominee · 
. Clement Haynsworth, for his own ethical lapses.(R.epi]olic~rif~loc~crffol'.§°!J~of ~i_e_SideofBili ·, 
cG.1!.nton's·j~~!~~~~Jrl-[~~:~]~~1-~~ill975!~~~9an,~a11aDlal:d:f~W::i:>!!?-Tu~~9tffQ_01in.a~_cIJ0Jtii:Si:ime: 
·cQQ.r:tt.Q~fl!9fl ~1,1~.tL~a~ nornin~t~_c;U;~tra:g~JOne Clinton norn1nee, Michigan state Judge Helene · 
vvhite, waited four years without ever getting a hearing before the Judiciary Committee.Clinton's 
nominees were opposed because of concerns about their propensity to read their personal policy 
preferences into the law. Republican senators blocked Clinton's nominees with procedural tactics. 
Democrats atthat time complained that everyjudicial nominee was entitled to a final vote on the 
Senate floor. Republicans responded that the Senate's failures to take final action on nominations 
were expressions of its constitutional .obligation to give its "advice and consent" on them. They also 
claimed that the rules of the game had been constant for decades. For instance, President Reagan 
had nominated Jeff Sessions - - now a senator from Alabama•" to a federal district judgeship, but the 
Judiciary Committee rejected his nomination and never forwardedH to the full Senate. 

Over the past two decades, the judicial selection process clnd confirmation battles have become more 
public. l_nterest groups now mount campaigns on juciicial nominations, as some groups are doin~l by 
running felevision ads for and againstEst~ada's appointment. Bush courts Hispanic voters by 
chastising Democrats for opposing Estrada, while few Democrats believe. that Bush genuinely cares 

·about diversifying· the federal judiciary. · · · 
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Estrada's reticence raises anew the questions of what senators are entitled to know about the views of 
a judicial nominee and how they can find out. Estrada and others argue that judicial canons of ethics 
preclude them from giving answers that would indicate how they would rule in cases likely to come 
before them as judges. The ethical rules protect judicial independence and guard against judge~;· pre
judging matters likely to come before them. Senators have largely (but not always) shown their respect 
for judicial independence by framing their questions to elicit information about nominees' ideologies 
and approaches, but not how they would rule in particular cases. 

It is hard to see how the questions Estrada has declined to answer would jeopardize his 
independence. He would not identify a single Supreme Court case with which he disagreed, and 
initially wouldn't even name judges he admires (though he cited three in writing later). Other Bush 
judicial nominees have answered such questions. Reagan and Bush White House officials asked them 
of people under consideration for nomination, Republican senators have quizzed numerous 
Democratic nominees about the Supreme Court precedents with. which they disagree. Democratic 
senators are now asking judicial nominees the same questions. 

There are non-controversial answers to the question of which precedents nominees support or 
question. The high court's unanimous 1954 decision in Brown v. Board of Education, striking down 
state- mandated segregation in public education, is an obvious choice as a case to admire, while one 
obviously wrong decision was Korematsu v. United States, in which the court upheld the forced 
internme.nt of Japanese Americans on the West Coast after tine attack on Pearl Harbor. 

Judicial philosophy -- or ideology -- matters; and nominees should be asked their preferred 
approaches to constitutional interpretation and the criteria they would employ for construing Supreme 
Court precedent and determining errors in earlier decisions that might call for new rulings. The Bush 
administration is correct (and amply supported bY many former Democratic officials) in refusing to 
supply internal memoranda from the Justice Department. But no one is entitled to be a federal judge 
simply because he or she overcame adversity, attended a fine law school and collected some solid 
work experience. Senators have the legitimate authority to weigh the judgment of a nominee who, if 
confirmed, will for years be entrusted with the final word on many of the important regulatory ancl 
constitutional questions that routinely come before the nation's second~most powerful court. 

Estrada brings a golden resume. Rather than make its nominee's philosophy a matter of public record, 
the administration has sought to make it a matter of guesswork. In the Estrada case, the administration 
has chosen not to engage in the ideological fray, but to simply avoid it. In the elusive youthful Estrada, 
Bush has found the model judicial candidate for an era in which ideology matters deeply, so deeJPIY 
that lt can't be revealed. Michael Gerhardt teaches constitutional law at the College of William and 
Mary, and is the author of "The Federal Appointments Process: A Constitutional and Historical 

. Analysis," a revised edition of which is 
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So why are Senate Democrats filibustering President Bush's nomination of Miguel Estrada to one of 
the nation's most important courts? 

Certainly Estrada has lived an admirable life. He came to the United States from Honduras at age 17, 
graduated from Harvard Law School and clerked for Supreme Court Justice Anthony Kennedy. He was 
an assistant U.S. attorney, served as an assistant solicitor general under President Clinton and went 
on to a distinguished law firm .. ·· 

To say the guy is no slouch is an understatement. But the fight over Estrada's nomination to the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia C.ircuit is r:iot simply about him. It is about a concerted 
effort to pack our courts with representatives bf a single point of view. If Democrats just rolled over on 
Bush's judicial nominations, they would be guilty of oppositional malpractice. · 

To understand this battle, you could go back to Richard Nixon's campaign against liberal judges. But 
let's just look at what happened to.Bill Clinton's effort to get two.:.ti19EIL.<ll:laTin~i[ri.0liiine"es onto the 
D.C. Circuit. 

E1ena~Ka9io~·_wKo::-s_e.Ne:aJilitie~cfintot:twt1tte~Hause, 9r~ciuaieci:ai~it1e~to·p~at:11e·r.Ciass_are:.~rnj:l~'s 
1a~~~f!Q:Ol-~n_Cfn.Qw=t_e~~n.fsJ!f~r~~S.?w.J1e~o."()t?li~~ti~~-~~n]ui~~- Lnt.h~-~~P-~fl~~n_~~~~Difefofr 1 ~ 
'il!QDtllls. Allen Snyder clerked for that well-known left-winger, U.S. Chief Justice William Rehnquist, 
and was also at the top at Harvard Law School. His nomination languished for 15 months. 
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ilfaian cil'!d::.Boy9gr? The answer is obvious: We have before us, sadly, a fierce political struggle lfor 
control of the courts. 

It's not good enough to say that the way out of this politicized process is for Democrats to ignore the 
past and cave in to the Republicans. To do that would be to reward a determined conservative effort to 
control the courts for a generation. Stage One involved obstructing Clinton's nominees. Stage Two 
involves using any means necessary -- including outrageous charges of ethnic bias -- to ram 
conservative choices through. 

The stakes go beyond any single nominee. Do we want courts entirely dominated by one side, 01r do 
we want a fair and balanced judiciary? ·· 

Consider these statistics, gathered by the Democra~ic staff of the Senate Judiciary Committee. There 
are 13 circuits: 11 regional plus the D:C. Circuit and the federal court that handles specialized cases. If 
all of Clinton's nominees had been approved, the circuits would have been evenly balanced in partisan 
terms by the time he left office. Six would have had majorities appointed by Democratic presidents, six 
by Republicans, and one would have been evenly split. · 

But if Bush succeeds in filling every open seat, some of them vacant because Clinton nominees were 
blocked, 11 of the 13 circuits will have Republican-appointed majorities. In eight of the 13, Republican 
nominees would have majorities of 2 to 1 or more. Is that a formula for careful, balanced decision-



making? 

To push attention away from this fundamental question, Republicans who say they don't want a 
politicized nominating process -- and who regularly accuse Democrats of "playing the race card" -- are 
doing all they can to turn the Estrada fight into .an ethnic imbroglio. 

"lfwe deny Mr. Estrada the position on the D.C. Circuit, it would be to shut the door on the American 
dream of Hispanic Americans everywhere," Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-lowa) said in January. Last year, 
Republican Sen. Trent Lott of Mississippi said of the Democrats: "They don't want Miguel Estrada 
because he's Hispanic." 

Never mind that eight of the 10 Hispanic appellate judges were appointed by Clinton. And never mind 
that Republicans had no problem blocking such Hispanic Clinton nominees as Enrique Moreno, Jorge 
Rangel and Christine Arguello. 

But the Democrats will not win this argument if they just focus their opposition on individual nominees. 
The point of filibusters should be to seek a solution involving consultation across party Jines. The goal 
would be moderate judges that both. sides could agree on or; failing that, balanced slates of judges 
who could guard the country against a judiciary utterly domihated by one party. 

Orrin Hatch, the Republican chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, is frustrated by what tl1e 
Democrats are doing. "The system's going to be irreparably damaged if we allow this to go on," he 
said recently. A fair point, except that the system was damaged long ago, and the solution isn't to ram 
through Republican nominees. It's to seek compromise, balance and moderation. Then someone like 
Miguel Estrada might get though without any fighting at all. 
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Judge David Tatel has a dubious distinction: Confirmed in 1994, he is. the last nominee to the D.C . 
. Circuit Court of Appeals to have moved through the Senate quickly and without significant controversy. · 

Since Judge Tatel's appointment, Presidents Clinton and Bush have nominated five people to the court 
that is often called the second most important in the land. All have been qualified, most 
overwhelmingly so. Yet of the five, only Merrick Garland actually sits on the court, and he waited 17 
months to be confirmed. Two of the others, Clinton nominees Allen Snyder and Elena Kagan, saw 
their nominations die with Clinton's presidency. And the other two, Bush nominees John Roberts and 
Miguel Estrada, are currently waiting -- and waiting -- for hearings. 

The fact that neither party can predictably get its qualified people on the courts of appeals suggE~sts 
that the problem of judicial nominations is more institutional than is acknowledged by partisans who 
play the blame game over judges. The Senate has long been expected simply to confirm lower-court 
nominees who are qualified and honest, but it has recently been asserting a more robust role in the 
process. The expectation that the president will get wide leeway has given way under bipartisan 
agreement to an expectation that he will get that leeway only if his party controls the Senate. When he 
is not so lucky, judicial nominations -7 like the budget and legislative matters -- become a fair subject · 
for partisan warfare. 

And in a partisan war, the other side's talent is to be feared. The result, as Chief Judge J. Harvie 
Wilkinson of the 4th Circuit has put it, is that "we have reached the point in the confirmation process 
where both sides of the aisle consider intellectual distinction a threatening characteristic in a judicial 
nominee." The last five D.C. Circuit nominees provide a particularly instructive example. 

Consider, first, the Clinton nominees. There was no plausible case to be made against the universally 
admired Garland, so Republicans didn't directly oppose him .. They claimed instead that new judges 
weren't needed on the court at all and produced 23 "no" votes following a protracted fight. 

Snyder wasn't so lucky. Also highly regarded, he had committed the unpardonable crime of having 
once represented White House aide Bruce Lindsey. Between that and the workload issue, he never 
got a vote. Meanwhile, nobody even talked about Kagan, so remote were the chances she would ever 
be considered: 

Now Democrats have turned the tables and are attacking Roberts and Estrada as right-wing fan~tics 
itching to impose a conservative agenda fr.om the bench. The public career of neither man seems to • 
support the caricatures. Both have histories of taking on surprising clients given their supposedly rigid 
conservative ideologies. Estrada represented a Virginia death row inmate before the Supreme Court. 
And when Roberts -- among the city's preeminent appellate lawyers -- was nominated, an 
environmental lawyer in town joked to me that he hoped Sen. Patrick Leahy "would hold him up long 
enough for him to argue Tahoe-Sierra" -- an important Supreme Court case that Roberts recently 
handled on the environmentalist side. Sen. Leahy obliged, and Roberts delivered what this lawyer 
describes as one of the environmental community's "most important victories before the Supreme 
Court in two decades." 

The irony of the war on quality is that the courts of appeals are not nearly as riven as the partisans 
se~m to believe. The high- profile cases in which right-left splits represent the salient fault lines in fact 
paint a highly distorted picture and in any event, are the very cases most likely to be reviewed by the 
Supreme Court. 

( 



Between 1995 and 2001, for example, the D.C. Circuit has never had more than 3 percent of its cases 
produce dissents in any one year, and they are growing rarer: Last year less than 1 percent of cases 
produced dissents. · 

A court once famous for its ideological divisions has become a love fest. As the partisans have been 
yelling about abortion, affirmative action and whether Bruce Lindsey has a right to counsel; its judges 
have been quietly discussing such questions as whether federal energy regulations are arbitrary and 
capricious -- and they are overwhelmingly agreeing about the answers .. 

There is an alternative, in short, to Jacobin opposition to high- quality nominees of the other party: 
treating the courts with a presumption that excellence in law can and must transcend political 
differences .. Both sides pay lip service to this notion, but these days both regard it as naive. Unless that 

. cynicism can be overcome, we are bound to r:nake the courts into exactly the political battlegrounds we 
already imagine them to be. 

The writer is a member of the editorial page staff. 
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HEADLINE: Fifty years after admitting women,· law school hires woman 
dean 

BYLINE: By Seth Stern 

BODY: 
The federal court ··s loss is Harvard Law School's gain. Two years 

after the . .US Senate let Elena Kagan's. nomination to a federal circuit 
.court lapse, the law school has selected her as its first female dean. 

Few are more pleasantly surprised by the appointment than the 
handful of 0omen who graduated in the first class that accepted women 
exactly 50 years ago. 

"It sends a real mes~age," says Ch~rlotte Armstrong, who was among 
the first batch of women to attend the school. 

During their orientation in 1953, Harvard Law's dean asked why the 
women bothered showing up. More than a decade later, certain professors 
would only recognize women students on Ladies• Day, recalls Mary 
M~llarkey, who went on to serve as chiei justice of the Colorado 
Supreme Court after graduating f~om Harvard Law in 1968. 

Yet Ms. Armstrong says that 
Ms: Kagan's gender is far from her best qualification. "She's 

brilliant, she's energetic, she'~ focused, and she's passionate about 
the law school," .Armstrong says. 

Even at a school famous for churning out overachievers, Kagan's 
resume stands out. 

Ju~t 20 years after graduating, Kagan clerked for Supreme Court 
Justice Thurgood .Marshall, served as President Clinton's second-highest 
ranking domestic policy adviser, and taught at both the University of 
Chicago and Harvard, where she· became a visiting professor in 1999. 

On taking over her new post, Kagan pledges to continue cutting 
first-year class sizes and increasing faculty-student interaction as 
current dean Robert Clark has done. In the process, the school has 
begun to shed its reputation as cut-throat and impersonal. 

Moving plans may also top her agenda if Harvard's president Lawrence 
Summers decides to shift Harvard Law across the Charles River into 
Boston: 

If approved, though, Kagan says ·that the move itself wouldn't happen 
until after she has already stepped down. 

Some lawyers may consider a seat on th~ federal bench the pinnacle 
of their career, but Kagan says she is grateful the Senate Judiciary 
Committee let her nomination expire. 

"There's no place I'd rather be," she says, "and no job that I'd 
rather have." 
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